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This dissertation presents a new physics based post earthquake fire spread 
simulation model that estimates the extent of fire damage in an urban area, given a set 
of ignition locations and times. The key features of this model include (1) using actual 
building footprints and heights from remote sensing data and advanced GIS algorithms 
to generate specific rooms within a building so that room to room fire spread can be 
modeled, (2) calculating and using configuration factors from actual building 
footprints and spatial orientation of buildings to estimate the percent of radiation 
another building receives, (3) recognizing that a roof flame behaves different from a 
window flame and  therefore, representing a roof flame as an open pool fire, (4) 
developing and using a brand generation model from empirical data and (5) 
implementing a new state of the art ignition model which can be run deterministically 
or probabilistically based on a specific earthquake ground motion.  
A room specific time temperature curve describes the evolution of fire within 
each room. Room to room fire spread can occur through doorways to adjacent rooms, 
by burn through to adjacent rooms or a room or roof above, or by leapfrogging 
through windows to a room above. Radiation flux from room gas, flames ejected out 
windows, and roof flames are all calculated to determine if fire spreads to neighboring 
buildings. Fire brand size and traveling distance are estimated to determine if fire 
spreads to neighboring buildings farther away. Each of these modes of spread is 
represented explicitly using models based on physical laws and empirical data, and 
including randomness in the process.    
 
Using a case study area in Los Angeles, results such as the percentage of area 
burned in a building, distribution of the spread modes, and a building’s time to fully 
burned are calculated.  Sensitivity analyses are conducted for fourteen parameters, 
including the number and location of ignitions, wind direction and speed, building 
density, and average room length.  The results of this new approach are compared 
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1.1.  Introduction 
In the aftermath of a significant earthquake, many fires may ignite 
simultaneously throughout an urban area as a result of, for example, electric arcing 
due to short circuits, disrupted gas flames on appliances, and overturned candles 
(Scawthorn et al. 2005). Exacerbating the problem, these ignitions occur at the same 
time that damaged water supply systems impair fire suppression capabilities, damaged 
communication networks hinder coordination, constricted and damaged roads restrict 
access, passive fire defenses are degraded (e.g., breached firewalls), and fire service 
personnel are injured or otherwise overwhelmed by the demand for their service. The 
result can occasionally be conflagrations that cause substantial damage, sometimes 
even more than the earthquake ground shaking itself. In the United States, following 
the 1906 San Francisco earthquake (M7.8), fire destroyed 492 city blocks and killed 
more than 3,000 people (Scawthorn et al. 2006). In fact, fire played such a dominant 
role that the event was also known as the Great San Francisco Fire. In New Zealand, 
the 1931 Hawke’s Bay earthquake (M7.8) caused an urban conflagration in Napier 
(Cousins et al. 2002). More recently, after the 1995 Kobe, Japan Earthquake (M6.9), 
148 fires were reported in the first 3 days, and fires ultimately caused 500 deaths, and 
damage to 6,900 buildings in 0.66 sq. km. (Chung et al. 1996).  
Since damaging earthquakes are rare, computer models of post earthquake fire 
spread can be very useful for helping to estimate, understand, reduce, and prepare for 
post earthquake fire losses. This dissertation describes a new simulation model 
developed to improve estimation of post earthquake fire spread.  2 
 
 
1.2.  Objectives 
The two specific objectives of this research are:  
1.  Develop a new post earthquake fire spread simulation model that estimates the 
extent of fire damage in an urban area. The model is designed to have several 
desirable features: (a) to be physics based, representing the various modes of 
fire spread separately (e.g., radiation, branding); (b) to be computationally 
tractable so that it can be applied to an entire urban area; (c) to provide many 
types of detailed results, including for example, total area burned, spatial 
description of spread, and relative importance of different modes of spread, so 
that it can provide insight into the relative importance of different contributors 
to fire spread; (d) to quantify uncertainty in the results, and (e) to be flexible to 
allow easy modification.  
2.  Demonstrate application of the model in a case study in Los Angeles. The 
model is grounded in a real life case study to demonstrate that the required 
data are available, to help calibrate the model, and to illustrate what the model 
results look like and how they can be used.  
 
1.3.  Intended uses of the model 
  The new post earthquake fire spread model is designed to be used to:            
(1) improve estimation of fire damage for a specified earthquake scenario, (2) provide 
new insight into the relative importance of factors that contribute to post earthquake 
fire spread, and (3) help future evaluation of potential long  and short term post 
earthquake fire risk reduction strategies. 
First, the model can be used to estimate fire damage for a specified earthquake 
scenario. Estimation of earthquake damage can be useful in many ways for mitigation 3 
 
and emergency response planning by emergency managers, insurance industry, 
building owners, utilities, and others. Post earthquake fires can contribute significantly 
to earthquake losses, even dominating them in some cases, so it is important to obtain 
the most accurate, detailed damage estimates possible. 
  Second, because it explicitly represents so many environmental factors and 
features of the built environment, the new model can be used to provide new insight 
into the relative importance of factors that contribute to post earthquake fire spread. 
By varying parameter values and comparing model results before and after the 
modification, one can see the magnitude and nature of the effect on different aspects 
of results. This type of sensitivity analysis can be useful in understanding which 
aspects of the model are most important, and therefore, can help advance 
understanding of the phenomenon of post earthquake fires. 
Finally, the same detailed representation of the fire spread process can also 
enable investigation of the relative effectiveness of alternative potential risk reduction 
strategies. In the model’s current form, the sensitivity analysis results can suggest 
starting points for risk reduction planning. The model is designed to allow future 
incorporation of fire department suppression activities without modifying the current 
version. If and when suppression is added, the model will be useful in helping to 
explore additional risk reduction activities.  
 
1.4.  Expected significance of the research 
Successful completion of the study’s objectives should advance the state of 
the art in post earthquake fire modeling in a few key ways. For fifty years, post 
earthquake fire spread models used an empirical approach based on the so called 
Hamada equations (Hamada 1951), which assume that the built environment is 
comprised of equally spaced, equal size square urban city blocks of buildings, and that 4 
 
fire spreads in an elliptical shape (Section 2.3). Recent efforts have begun moving to a 
physics based approach that recognizes the different modes of fire spread (e.g., 
radiation, branding) and represents each separately, adapting models from the 
compartment fire literature based on physical laws and empirical data (Section 2.3). 
The physics based approach has several benefits. Cities are less homogeneous than 
assumed by Hamada, and while a fire typically has an elliptical shape initially, that 
does not last as it encounters different fuel loads, suppression efforts, and other fires. 
Physics based models are more generally applicable across regions and times; are 
better grounded in theory so that more accurate estimates of fire spread can be 
expected; and provide results at a higher resolution. Since the factors contributing to 
spread are represented explicitly, they can easily be varied to gain insight into how fire 
spreads and into the effects of specific risk reduction strategies. The model described 
in this dissertation is not only one of the first models that successfully adapts models 
from other fire science fields and integrates them to create a larger urban fire spread 
model, but is also one of the first physics based post earthquake models, and the first 
developed for application in the U.S. 
More specifically, this research further advances the state of the art by 
presenting a new approach within the general collection of physics based models. 
First, it uses building footprints and heights from remote sensing data to accurately 
capture the areas and relative orientations of buildings that are so important for fire 
spread. A few other models do this as well (Himoto and Tanaka 2008, Iwami et al. 
2004, and Nussle et al. 2004). However, by developing and using advanced GIS 
algorithms to estimate reasonable room configurations within each building (Chapter 
4), the new model is able to go one step further and represent each room in a building 
explicitly, allowing direct use of room based fire models from the compartment fire 
literature. The other available models either use cellular automata as the unit of 5 
 
analysis or treat each building or floor as a single compartment. Second, again largely 
by making use of advanced GIS algorithms, the new model calculates configuration 
factors from the compartment fire literature to accurately capture the percentage of 
emitted radiation that is received by various targets on neighboring buildings. Other 
models simplify this piece of the analysis by considering emitted radiation to be a 
point source, an assumption that performs poorly at heat fluxes greater than 5 kW/m
2, 
the range in which the ignition of combustibles is of concern (Beyler 2002). Third, 
recognizing that roof flames behave differently than flames ejected out a room 
window, unlike available approaches, the new model treats roof fires as large, open 
pool fires, and adapts pool fire models for this use. Fourth, the model includes a new 
branding generation module developed based on empirical data. Fifth, a state of the 
art ignition model is implemented within the new spread model so that it can be run in 
either a deterministic mode in which the user specifies particular ignition locations and 
times, or in a probabilistic mode in which the ignition model simulates them based on 
specified earthquake ground motion.  If the deterministic ignition mode is used (rather 
than the probabilistic mode), this new approach can actually be used to determine 
damage for any non earthquake urban fire spread scenario.   
 
1.5.  Outline of dissertation 
  This dissertation is organized in six chapters. Chapter 2 summarizes previous 
research on post earthquake fire modeling to show how the current work builds on and 
contributes to that literature. The new simulation model is described in Chapter 3, and 
the advanced GIS analysis conducted to enable implementation of the new model is 
presented in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 describes application of the model to an area in Los 
Angeles, including a base case analysis, sensitivity analyses, and comparison to the 
widely used Hamada equations. A summary of the key contributions and suggested 6 
 
future work of this research is in Chapter 6.  Appendix A describes the study area of 
Los Angeles in more depth and Appendix B summaries the results of the sensitivity 




POST-EARTHQUAKE FIRE MODELING BACKGROUND 
2.1.  Introduction 
This chapter reviews the literature on modeling the three main phases of post 
earthquake fires—ignition, spread, and suppression. Sources from five countries—the 
United States, Japan, China, New Zealand, and Germany are examined, which is 
significant because recent work appears to be occurring in parallel, with incomplete 
communication among researchers. Sections 2.2 and 2.3 review the literature related 
to ignition and spread/suppression modeling, respectively. In each case, models are 
compared according to their approaches, their theoretical and empirical foundations, 
the factors they consider, and other features.  Section 2.4 discusses models that 
integrate ignition and spread/suppression. 
To a significant degree, the data used to develop these models reflect 
differences in the regions for which the models were developed, making comparisons 
somewhat difficult. Nevertheless, although data differ by region, the statistical 
analysis and other treatment of that data can cut across regions.  Additionally, the 
physics of fire spread is universal.  In this way, comparisons are possible and of value, 
if differences are accounted for. For additional information, Lee et al. (2008) includes 
a summary of the earliest work on post earthquake fires, and Scawthorn et al. (2005) 
offers an excellent overview of post earthquake fires. 
 
2.2.  Ignition models 
The purpose of a post earthquake fire ignition model is to estimate the number, 
locations, and/or times of ignitions after an earthquake. With the exceptions of 8 
 
Mohammadi et al. (1994) and Williamson and Groner (2000), which use event tree 
and fault tree approaches, respectively, all available post earthquake ignition models 
are essentially regression models relating some measure of ignition frequency, y, to 
some measure of earthquake intensity, x. The 14 models listed in Table 1 are based on 
different datasets (Table 2), but generally approach the ignition rate estimation 
similarly, expressing ignitions per unit building area versus a measure of the intensity 
(e.g., million sq. ft. of building floor area vs. PGA, Figure 1a, or ignitions per building 
vs. building collapse ratio (BCR), Figure 1b).  (The Davidson (in press) model, which 
is used in this study, employs a different approach and is described separately below.) 
Most of the models in Table 2 provide similar estimates in the range of historical data, 
but some have functional relations or other features that are problematic if 
extrapolated. To illustrate the difference between models, consider an urban area with 
350 million sq. ft. of building floor area (i.e., about the size of San Francisco) 
subjected to a uniform peak ground acceleration (PGA) of 0.14g. In that situation, 
Scawthorn et al. (2005) estimate the mean number of ignitions as 17.5, while Zhao et 
al. (2006) would estimate 28.6, clearly a major difference given the nonlinear nature 
of the post earthquake fire problem. Several authors report an R
2 value to indicate 
goodness of fit (Table 1), but the details of the model fitting and any associated 




Figure 1.  Comparison of (a) those ignition equations presented in terms of ignitions 
per million square feet of building area vs. PGA and (b) those presented in terms of 
ignitions per building vs. building collapse ratio. Mizuno is Scawthorn et al. (1981) 
version. 
 
Most models randomly generate an ignition rate per unit area considering 
earthquake intensity as the only independent variable, generally at a fairly large degree 
of aggregation (e.g., section of a city). Ren and Xie (2004), however, also provide a 
method to estimate the ignition rate in particular buildings within each area unit, based 
on their relative estimated “fire risk.” Two models also estimate the time at which 
each post earthquake ignition occurs. Li et al. (2001) assumes that ignitions follow a 
Poisson distribution in time as well as space; Zhao et al. (2006) assumes ignition times 
follow a Weibull distribution with shape parameter 0.7 and scale parameter 15 hours.  
Sparseness of data and the variety of ignition sources have made it difficult to 
model the mechanisms of post earthquake ignitions, with the result that most available 
ignition models are empirical, and are only valid for situations representative of the 
data underlying the model. Table 2 summarizes each model’s data although specifics 
are often lacking. For example, only a few sources specifically define which ignitions 
are considered (e.g., only those requiring fire department extinguishment or those that 
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considered or how it was selected. If observations represent larger area units (e.g., 
cities), there will be fewer observations and fewer zero counts than if they represent 
smaller area units (e.g., neighborhood). Similarly, most sources do not specify how it 
was decided which cities (or other area units) to include in the dataset. For example, 
was it only those that reported ignitions (therefore ignoring zero counts), or all cities 
with at least a specified level of ground shaking? What emerges from a review of 
previously developed models is that the data include a great deal of uncertainty, only 
some of which is captured in reported statistics. Errors in measurements of ground 
motion intensity; inaccurate and incomplete records, especially for older earthquakes; 
and inconsistencies between data from different earthquakes (e.g., what types of 
ignitions are included) should be considered when using any ignition model. 
In an effort to address some of these issues, Davidson (in press) developed a 
new approach to post earthquake ignition modeling and data compilation for such 
modeling, and applied it to California. Generalized linear and generalized linear mixed 
models (GLMs and GLMMs) were used for this application for the first time, 
providing a more natural treatment of discrete, nonzero ignition counts. The study 
used a small unit of study—census tract, explicitly and consistently defined which 
ignitions were considered and which area units data were collected for, examined 
multiple covariates to estimate ignitions, and included rigorous model selection and 
goodness of fit analyses. Two datasets were developed to explore the effect of missing 
ignition data, each with a different assumption about the missing data. For one dataset, 
the recommended model includes instrumental intensity; percentage of land area that 
is commercial, industrial, or transportation; total building area; percentage of building  
   11 
 
area that is unreinforced masonry; and people per sq. km. The other includes the same,  
except area of high intensity residential development replaces total building area, and 
median year built over all housing units is also included. In both cases, the final 
recommended models were negative binomial regressions. 12 
 




Reference  Response 
variable, y  Covariate, x  Equation
1  R
2 
Num. ignitions predicted?; 
Estimate time to ignition?; 











Rate of wooden 
collapsed 
buildings 
lny=0.684lnx 5.807  0.885  n/a; no; none 
Mizuno 
(1978) 
Scawthorn et al. 
(1981) 








0.575   0.724  n/a; no; none 
Kobayashi (1985) 
Rate of fire 
outbreaks per 
household (%) 
Rate of totally 
collapsed 
households (%) 
lny=alnx+b (figure shows 
linear function on log log plot 
but equation not given) 
0.769  n/a; no; none 
Aoki (1990) 
Rate of fire 
outbreaks per 
household (%) 
Rate of totally 
collapsed 
households (%) 
ln( ln(1 y))=0.606ln( ln(1 x)) 
6.149  0.882  n/a; no; none 
Kobayashi 
(1984?)  Aoki (1990) 
Num. fire 
outbreaks per 
10,000 sq. m. 
Building collapse 
ratio 
(v1)    y=0.00356x+0.00031 or  




n/a; no; none 
Scawthorn 
(1986)  Scawthorn (1986)  Ignitions per 
1000 SFED  MMI  
y=ax+b (figure shows linear 
function, but equation not 
given) 
n/a  Ignitions~Poisson 
process(y(x)); no; none 
Aoki (1990)  Aoki (1990)  Probability of fire 
outbreak  Building collapse  ln[ ln(1 y)]=0.606ln[ ln(1 x)] 
6.149  0.882  n/a; n/a; n/a 
Li et al. 
(1992 2001)  Li et al. (2001)  Incidence of FFE  Area with 
moderate damage    n/a   n/a  Ignitions~Poisson process(y); 
Time~Poisson process;  None 
HAZUS 
(1999)  FEMA (1999) 
Ignitions per 
million sq ft of 
building floor 
area 
PGA  y= 0.025+0.59x 0.29x
2  0.34 
Ignitions~Poisson 
process(y(x)); no, but assumes 






Table 1 (cont’d). Comparison of ignition models: Model formulation  
Model 




Num. ignitions predicted?; 
Estimate time to ignition?; 
Factors included besides x? 
System Earthquake 
Risk Assessment 








TOSHO (1997, 2001)  TFD (1997, 
2001) 
 Fire outbreaks by 
area (for Tokyo)   n/a  n/a   n/a 
n/a; n/a;  
season, time of day, locations of 
fire based on presence of electrical 
equipment, chemicals, hazardous 








Seligson et al. 
(2003) 
Num. ignitions per 





Table 4 10 in Scawthorn et 
al. (2005) provides y as 
function of ground shaking 
and occupancy type 
n/a  
 n/a; no;  
occupancy type, random 
placement of postulated ignitions, 
multiple ignitions to account for 
uncertainty 





ignitions per million 
sq m of floor area 
MMI  y=x 8.5  n/a  Ignition rate (ignitions per million 
sq m)~Normal(y,1); no; no 
Ren and Xie (2004)  Ren and Xie 
(2004) 
Fire sites per 
100,000 sq m  PGA  y= 0.11749+1.3453x 
0.8476x
2  n/a  Ignitions=y*(total building area); 
no; gas leaks 




Ignitions per 1,000 
SFED  MMI  y=0.015x
2 0.185x+0.61  0.2 
Ignitions~Poisson process(y(x)); 
no;  
No  Ignitions per million 
sq ft of building 
floor area 
PGA  y=0.028exp(4.16x)  0.2 
Zhao et al. (2006)  Zhao et al. 
(2006) 
No. of outbreaks per 
100,000 sq m 
building floor area 
PGA  y=0.0042+0.5985x  n/a  Ignitions~Poisson process(y(x)); 
Time~Weibull; none 





Table 2.  Comparison of ignition models: Data 
Model 
(year published) 
Range of ground 
shaking in data
1  Ignitions considered in data  Country, number, and years 






for data used 
to fit model 
Kawasumi (1961)  n/a  n/a  1 Japanese eq, 1923  n/a  n/a 
Mizuno (1978) 
n/a  Those not extinguished immediately & 
that spread to surrounding buildings  12 Japanese eqs, 1923 1974  114  n/a 
n/a  n/a  12 Japanese eqs, 1923 1974  90  n/a 
n/a  n/a  12 Japanese eqs, 1923 1974  90  n/a 
Kobayashi (1984?)  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a 
Scawthorn (1986)  MMI: V 1/2 to X 
Those that develop into major structural 
fires requiring trained fire service 
personnel and equipment for suppression 
10 US eqs, 1906 1984  13  City 
Aoki (1990)  n/a  n/a  1 Japanese eq, 1923  n/a  n/a 
Li et al. (1992 2001)  n/a  Those within 3 days of eq  n/a  n/a  n/a 
HAZUS  PGA: 0.07 to 0.71, 
MMI: <VI to X 
Only those requiring fire department 
response  10 US eqs, 1906 1989  30  City 
SERA (1995 2003)  n/a  n/a  n/a    City 
TOSHO (1997, 2001)  n/a  n/a  Causes of fires from previous 
earthquakes in Japan   n/a 
Town, block, 
or 250 m x 
250 m area 
URAMP (2002)  Based on Scawthorn 1992, but updated to include Northridge and other data 
Cousins and Smith 
(2004)  MMI: VI to X 1/2  n/a 
US eqs, 1906 1989 from 
HAZUS97 + 1931 Hawke's 
Bay, NZ 
31?  n/a 
Ren and Xie (2004)  n/a  n/a  China, US, Japan eqs, 1900 
1996  n/a  n/a 
Scawthorn et al. 
(2005)  n/a  Arson not included  California eqs, 1971 2005  59  n/a 
Zhao et al. (2006)  PGA: 0.07 to 0.8, 
MMI: <VI to X 1/2  n/a  22 Chinese (5), US (10), 




1 n/a = not available 15 
 
 
2.3.  Spread/suppression models 
Fire spread models are used to estimate, given the initial ignition locations, the 
geographic spread or status (e.g., burned or not, percentage burned) for each unit area 
(e.g., building, grid cell) as a function of time, with or without suppression measures. 
Available spread models are summarized based on their modeling approach (Table 3); 
model basis (Table 4); the factors they consider explicitly and suppression components 
(Table 5); and validation, sensitivity analysis, and application (Table 6).  In cases 
where multiple versions of a model exist (e.g., Scawthorn et al. or Cousins et al.), they 
are summarized in a single entry in the tables using the most recent information.  If 
versions were significantly different (e.g., Cousins et al. static vs. dynamic models), 
then different entries were used. 16 
 
Table 3.  Comparison of spread/suppression models: Modeling approach 
Model  













is due to: 
Hamada (1951, 1975)  Scawthorn et al. (2005), Himoto 













1 min.  None 
Horiuchi (1974)  JAFSE (1984, 1985)  Based on Hamada 
Scawthorn et al. 
(1981) 
Scawthorn (1986); Scawthorn et 
al. (1981, 1986, 2005)  Based on Hamada 
Murosaki (n/a)  JASFE (1984, 1985)   Based on Hamada 
Omori et al. (1990)  Matsuoko et al. (1997);  Omori et 
al. (1990); JAFSE (1985, 1984)   Burnt out area  n/a   n/a   n/a   n/a  n/a  
System Earthquake 
Risk Assessment 
(SERA) (1995 2003)  
Scawthorn et al.(2005); Ostrom 
(2003) 
 Probability fire 
will spread  n/a  Simulation   n/a   1 min  n/a  
TOSHO (1997, 2001)  TFD (1997, 2001)   Fire spread speed  n/a  Real time 
simulation   Building   n/a  n/a 












GIS  n/a   user 
defined  None 
Himoto/Tanaka 
(2000 2006) 
Himoto and Tanaka (2000, 2002, 
2008); Himoto et al. (in review)  
Buildings not 
burning, burning, 









Building  n/a  Spread by 
branding 
URAMP (2002)   Scawthorn et al. (2005), Seligson 
et al. (2003)  Based on Scawthorn 
Cousins et al. (static 
burn zone) (2002 
2006) 
Cousins et al. (2002, 2003); 
Thomas et al. (2003, 2006), 
Heron et al. (2003), Cousins and 
Smith (2004) 
Num., area, and 
value of buildings 














zone size 17 
 
Table 3 (cont’d). Comparison of spread/suppression models: Modeling approach   










is due to: 
Cousins et al. 
(dynamic) 
(2002 2006) 
Cousins et al. (2002, 
2003); Thomas et al. 
(2003, 2006), Heron 
et al. (2003) 
At each time step, 
(1) state of each 
cell; (2) num., area, 
and value of 
buildings burned 
(1) Recently ignited, (2) 
build up state, (3) burning 
at max intensity, (4) 
burning down, (5) burnt 
out. Sparking and branding 










Iwami et al. 
(2004)  Iwami et al. (2004) 
State of each 
building at each 
time step 
Not ignited, flame rising 
only from opening, flame 
rising from opening & 
roof, whole building 






Building  1 sec  n/a 
Otake et al. 
(2003)  Otake et al. (2003)   Temperature 
Not ignited, flame rising 
only from opening, flame 
rising from opening & 
roof, whole building 








Nussle et al. (2004) 
For each building, 
(1) % initial fuel 
burned, (2) temp.  
(3) energy 
Discrete states not defined. 
(Could define based on % 




and 5m x 
5m cells 
for air  
n/a  n/a 
Ohgai et al. 
(2004)  Ohgai et al. (2004)  Probability each cell 
is in each state 
Unburnable, not burning 
yet, just catching fire but 
unable to spread, on fire 
and able to spread, 
extinguished, extinguished 
by fire fighting 
Cellular 
automata 
3m x 3m 
grid cells  1 min 
Probability 




(2004)  Ren and Xie (2004)  Buildings that are 
burned 
Not burning, burning, or 
burned out 
Huygens' 
principle, GIS  Building  n/a  n/a 




Table 4.  Comparison of spread/suppression models: Modeling basis 
Model  
(year published)  Type 
Method to represent evolution of 
fire within a building
1 
Method to represent fire spread between 
buildings 
Types of spread in 
physical models 
Hamada (1951, 
1975)  Empirical  n/a 
Speed of spread in up , down , & cross  
wind directions estimated as functions of 
wind speed, average building size & 
separation, % of  fireproof buildings  
n/a 
Horiuchi (1974)  Based on Hamada 
Scawthorn et al. 
(1981)  Based on Hamada 
Murosaki (n/a)  Based on Hamada 
Omori et al. 
(1990)  Empirical  n/a  n/a  n/a 
SERA (1995 
2003)    n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a 
TOSHO (1997, 
2001)   Empirical  n/a  
Speed of spread in wind direction as 
function of temperature, radiation, building 
collapse. Fire travels to closest building 
n/a  
HAZUS (1997)  Based on Hamada 
Himoto/Tanaka 
(2000 2006)  Physical 
Zone model. Solve conservation 
eqs of mass, energy, & chemical 
species (CS) to get gas temp, 
density, CS’ mass fraction at each 
time. Chance of adding openings by 
burn through 
Ignite neighboring building if: incident heat 
flux > critical value (radiation), surface 
temperature of exterior wooden wall > 
critical value (convection), or firebrand at 
high energy state sufficient to ignite 
combustible lands on it (branding) 
Radiation from gas or 
flame vented from 
opening, convection from 
downwind plume, 
branding   
URAMP (2002)   Based on Scawthorn et al. (1981) 





Assume cell stays in state 2 for 7.5 
min., state 3 for 15 min., and state 4 
for 12.5 min. 
Rules for each type of spread derived from 
simplified physics and historical experience. 
Based on distance from burning cells, num. 
neighboring burning cells, building height, 
wind direction and speed 
Direct contact, radiation 
w/spontaneous ignition, 
radiation w/piloted 
ignition, branding  
Cousins et al. 
(static) (2002 6)  Empirical  n/a  Assume all buildings in a burn zone burn 
completely  n/a 
Iwami et al. 
(2004)  Physical  Assumed heat generation vs. time 
curve for each building type 
Ignite neighboring building if: flame 
touches it or temp > 593K. Temp rise of 
neighbor buildings is function of radiation 
heat flux from flame & convection. 
Flame touch, radiation 
due to flame, convection 19 
 
Table 4 (cont’d). Comparison of spread/suppression models: Modeling basis 
Model  
(year 
published)  Type 
Method to 
represent evolution 
of fire within a 
building  Method to represent fire spread between buildings 
Types of spread in 
physical models 
Otake et al. 







% of initial fuel is 
transformed to 
energy in each 
time step. 
Ignite neighbor. building if has enough fuel & temp. above ignition 
point. Temp. rise of neighbor buildings incremented due to sum of 
neighbor buildings’ radiation, & temp. exchange with air. Temp. of air 
cells updated each time step due to air  and building to air temp. 









Assume cell stays 
in state 3 for 2 
min. and state 4 for 
8 min. 
Probability is function of structural type, wind speed and direction, and 
ability of burning cell to cause spreading  n/a 
Ren/Xie (2004)  Empirical  n/a  Fire prone area if distance between buildings > required fire stop 
distance. Huygens' principle to model fire spread process.  n/a 
1 n/a = not available 20 
 




1  SUPPRESSION BY FIRE DEPT. 
Individual Buildings 
Urban 


























































































































































































































wood., non fire 
resistant wood 
N  N  S  N  N  S  N  N  D  N  N  N  None  n/a  n/a  n/a 
Horiuchi 
(1974)  Based on Hamada 
Scawthorn et 











   N  D  N  N  N 
Fire personnel response time (w/ 
transportation & water 
considerations) and time required to 
suppress fire approximated 
 S  S  S 
Murosaki 
(n/a)   Based on Hamada 
Omori et al. 
(1990)  Wood    N  N  N  N  N  N  N  N   S  N  N  N  None  n/a  n/a  n/a 
SERA (1995 
2003)  Not Applicable                           Detailed seismic vulnerability 
analysis of water supply system  D    U  N 
TOSHO 
(1997, 2001) 
 97: Wood, fire 
resistive 01: 
incl. fire quasi 
resistant 
S   N
   S  N  N  S  S  N  D  N  S  S 
Real time data regarding water level 
status availability but info not used in 
model 
n/a  n/a  n/a 21 
 




1  SUPPRESSION BY FIRE DEPT. 
























































































































































































































(1997)   Based on Hamada 
Himoto/Tanak










materials   n/a   
N   U   
N   N  n/a  n/a  U   U   N
   N  N 
 Uses a water reliability factor 
between 0 (no water) and 1 
(water avail.)  
S   U   N  








or not  
N  N  D  S  D  D  D  N  D  N  N  N 
Adopted relationship between 
the number of fires the Fire 
Service may control and 
earthquake shaking intensity 
N  N  N 
Cousins et al. 
(static burn 




N  N  D  N  N  D  D  D  N  N  N  N 
None. (Except Cousins & 
Smith 2004 assumes num. 
fires that can be controlled as 
function of MMI)  
n/a  n/a  n/a 







N  D  D  D  D  D  D  N  D  D  N  N  None  n/a  n/a  n/a 22 
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n/a  N  S  D  N  N  D  D  N  D  S  N  N 
For each bldg, track amt of water 
from fire brigades. Check 
enough water in brigade tank, 
close to fire, and max. rate of 
water spraying not exceeded. 
Water reduces heat energy of 
bldg. 
S  N  N 





N  N  D  N  N  D  D  N  S  N  N  N 
Based on brigade response time, 
distance to adequate water 
source, time to required spray to 
extinction 













N  N  D  N  n/










Table 6.  Comparison of spread/suppression models: Validation, sensitivity analysis, and application 
Model (year 
published)  Validation








Hamada (1951, 1975)  n/a   n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a 
Horiuchi (1974)  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a 
Scawthorn et al. 
(1981) 
 Compared estimates to 32 
N.American data pts & found 
results were reasonable and 
conservative 
US: Los Angeles, San 
Francisco, Vancouver, 
Seattle, Japan: Osaka 
For key 
parameters    n/a  Insurance industry 
Murosaki (n/a)   n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a 
Omori et al. (1990)   Kobe earthquake  n/a   n/a  n/a  n/a 
SERA (1995 2003) 
 Benchmark analysis using 1989 
Loma Prieta eq—actual losses 
well under $1M, simulated 
losses were $0.3M 
 4 different earthquake 
scenarios (Hayward M7, 
M6, Calaveras M6.75, 
Concord M6.5) 
n/a  




 EBMUD, San 
Diego Water Dept, 
BART Dist. 
TOSHO (1997, 2001)  1923 Kanto & 1995 Kobe eqs, 
Sakata city fire   n/a  n/a   Yes  Tokyo, Kyoto & 
Kobe Fire Depts  




Compared to Hamada in terms 
of rate of spread for hypothetical 
urban area with 2,500 
identically configured, 2 story 
buildings, with 1 ignition 
Sanmachi, Takayama, 
Japan (172 buildings); 
Sakata, Japan (?); 





to prevent burn 
through 
n/a 
URAMP (2002), by 





Cousins et al. 
(dynamic) (2002 
2006) 
Compared to observed for 1931 
Napier eq 
75,800 buildings in 
Wellington City, New 






discussion   n/a 24 
 
Table 6 (cont’d). Comparison of spread/suppression models: Validation, sensitivity analysis, and application 
Model (year 
published)  Validation








Cousins et al. 
(static burn zone) 
(2002 2006) 
Compared to observed for 
1931 Napier eq 
75,800 buildings in Wellington City 
with 1 to 100 randomly located 
ignitions; Napier/Hastings; Dunedin; 










Iwami et al. (2004)  n/a  239 buildings in unidentified area, 1 








Otake et al. (2003 
2004)   n/a  Experimental data, Shirahama in 
Wakayama ken (1998 fire)  n/a  n/a  n/a 
ResQ Firesimulator 
(2004)  n/a 
Kobe, Foligno, virtual city (733; 
1,085; 1,269 buildings, respectively) 
for 300 time cycles 
No  Preemptive 
extinguishing   n/a 
Ohgai et al. (2004) 
Compare to observed and 
Hamada model in terms 
of num. cells burned vs. 
time for Nagata district in 
Kobe eq 
Futagawa district, Japan (400m x 








Ren/Xie (2004)  n/a  Shantou City, China (245 sq. km., 
30,000 buildings)  No  No  n/a 
1  n/a = not available 25 
 
 
2.3.1.  Modeling approach and basis 
Hamada (1951, 1975) provided the earliest post earthquake fire spread model. 
It assumes that the built environment is comprised of equally spaced, equal square 
urban blocks of buildings, and that fire spreads in an elliptical shape (Figure 2). It 
provides empirical equations defining the speed of spread in the upwind, downwind, 
and crosswind directions as functions of wind speed, average building size and 
separation, built upness factor, and percentage of buildings that are wood framed, fire 
resistant (i.e., protected wood framed) and “fireproof” (i.e., non combustible). Until 
about 2000, subsequent spread models adapted Hamada’s equations but kept the same 
basic approach and assumptions (Table 3). The Hamada equations provide an 
approach that is relatively easy to understand and apply, and that produces reasonable 
(although in some cases under ) estimations of fire spread (Scawthorn 1987). 
Nevertheless, cities are much less homogeneous than assumed, and while a fire 
typically has an elliptical shape initially, that does not last as it encounters different 




Figure 2.  Hamada post earthquake fire spread model (Scawthorn et al. 2005, reprinted 
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Initial ignition26 
 
To address these issues and take advantage of newly available computational 
power and data, recent efforts to improve post earthquake fire spread models have 
borrowed from modeling of compartment (room or building), forest, and wildland 
urban interface (WUI) fires to incorporate different simulation techniques (e.g., 
cellular automata, agent based simulation) and employ more directly the physics of 
fire spread (Table 3 and Table 4). Physics based models recognize the several modes 
of fire spread—radiation, convection, conduction, flame impingement, and branding—
and derive models of each from basic physical laws and empirical data. Thermal 
radiation is the dominant mode of large scale fire spread with its influence affecting 
buildings situated both within a relatively short distance by spontaneous ignition and a 
greater distance by piloted ignitions.  Branding can spread fire great distances, 
doubling the apparent fire spread velocity according to Scawthorn (1987). While 
important differences exist between post earthquake, compartment, forest, and WUI 
fires (Table 7), there are lessons that can profitably be transferred among them, and 
until recently they have not been adequately explored.  
 
Table 7.  Comparison of different fire types 
Fire type  Ignitions  Fuel type  Scale 
Post earthquake  Many 
simultaneous 
Buildings that may be 
damaged and their contents  Regional 
Forest  1 to a few  Vegetation  Regional 
Compartment/Building  1  Building contents  Room, 
building 
Wildland urban 
interface  1  Vegetation and buildings  Regional 
 
The Himoto/Tanaka model treats a post earthquake fire as a collection of 
individual compartment fires evolving under the thermal influence of neighboring 27 
 
building fires (Himoto and Tanaka 2008). Their method begins with the zone model 
approach commonly used for compartment fires (Section 3.5). To determine fire 
evolution within a building, it involves simultaneously solving conservation equations 
of mass, energy and chemical species (oxygen and gasified fuel) to determine gas 
temperature, density, and mass fraction of chemical species at each time step. It also 
accounts for the possibility of burnthrough by adding openings. Fire spread to a 
neighboring building is determined to occur: (1) by radiation if the incident heat flux 
exceeds a critical value, (2) by convection if the surface temperature of an exterior 
wooden wall exceeds a critical value, or (3) by branding if a brand at a high energy 
state sufficient to ignite a combustible lands on it. The Himoto/Tanaka model requires 
detailed information about the geometric configuration and material in each building, 
but relatively few simplifications about the process of fire spread are made.  
The Cousins et al., Iwami et al., and ResQ Firesimulator models use the 
physics of fire spread as a basis, but make more simplifications in applying it to post 
earthquake fire modeling. The Cousins et al. approach simplifies the evolution of a fire 
within a building so that the progress from unburned to fully burned depends only on 
elapsed time (Cousins et al. 2002). Rules of fire spread are developed separately for 
each type of fire spread (e.g., radiation with piloted ignition, branding) based on 
simplifications of the physics of those modes and historical experience. For example, 
piloted ignition is assumed to be possible 7.5 to 22.5 min. after ignition, and to require 
at least 12.5 kW/m
2 of incident radiation. A table provides the estimated distance 
sparks can travel in each direction given different wind speeds.  
In the Iwami et al. (2004) model, the evolution of fire is similarly based on 
elapsed time, but state transition times depend on assumed heat generation vs. time 
curves developed for each building type. The temperature of each building is 
estimated at each time step based on the estimated heat flux it receives due to radiation 28 
 
from flame and convection. A building is assumed to ignite if a flame touches it or if 
its temperature exceeds a critical temperature. The ResQ Firesimulator similarly 
simplifies physical laws to derive rules that address each mode of fire spread 
separately (Nussle et al. 2004). It has the unique feature of treating each building as a 
unit of analysis, but then modeling the air as a two dimensional grid overlain on the 
buildings. The temperature of each air cell is tracked, and they are allowed to move 
with respect to the buildings to represent the existence of wind.  
Earlier fire spread modeling was at a relatively large scale (e.g., city block, or 
neighborhood) and assumed that each fire would spread in the shape of an ellipse. 
More recent efforts are using much smaller scale simulation approaches, mostly 
borrowing from forest fire modeling (e.g., Muzy et al. 2005). The Cousins et al. 
(2002) and Ohgai et al. (2004) models use cellular automata, in which the landscape is 
divided into equally sized grid cells, each of which is in one of a few states (e.g., not 
burnable, burning, fully burned) at each time step. As time is incremented, the cells 
change state according to rules, which are based on the current states and other 
attributes (e.g., building density) of the cell and its neighboring cells. The ResQ 
Firesimulator (Nussle et al. 2004) is implemented in the RobocupRescue simulation 
environment, a GIS based modular framework in which each building is considered to 
be an agent. The Himoto/Tanaka (2008) and Iwami et al. (2004) models represent each 
building or floor of a building as a unit of analysis and simulate fire spread by tracking 
temperatures and heat fluxes.  
Since these more recent models have adopted geographic resolutions much 
smaller (e.g., building, 3m x 3m cell) than the previous generation of models 
(typically, city block), the finer resolution requires orders of magnitude more (and 
more detailed) data, but enables more direct application of physical laws and leads to 
more detailed results.  29 
 
Key benefits of the physics based models are that they are more generally 
applicable across regions and times; can be used to simulate the effect of specific 
changes to building configurations, material properties, and location; and are better 
grounded in theory, so that more accurate estimates of fire spread can be expected. On 
the other hand, the physics based approach requires detailed data and intensive 
computation, challenges currently addressed by making simplifying assumptions in 
applying the physical laws and representing the built environment. While the use of 
physics based post earthquake fire spread models is only now emerging, as these 
models are more fully developed, validated, and applied, and as more data become 
available and computational power continues to improve, they will likely be more 
widely used.  
 
2.3.2.  Factors considered 
Many factors related to the characteristics of each building, the urban plan, and 
the environmental conditions over the duration of the fire together determine the way 
in which post earthquake fires spread. To the extent that each can be represented 
explicitly in a spread model, their relative importance can be assessed and variability 
in the final results can be minimized. Table 5 summarizes the degree to which key 
factors are explicitly considered in each spread/suppression model. Values of N, S, D, 
U indicate that the factor is (N) not represented explicitly, is represented in a (S) 
simplified way, is represented in a (D) detailed way, or is represented but this review’s 
author is (U) unclear as to how, respectively. For example, while the Hamada model 
captures the distance between buildings in a simplified manner through the separation 
distance between blocks and a built upness factor, the Himoto/Tanaka model uses 
actual building footprints so that it includes the actual distances between buildings. 
While almost all models account for the size and shapes of building plans, spaces 30 
 
between buildings, and wind speed and direction, few explicitly include the effect of 
slope, vegetation, or building damage state. 
 
2.3.3.  Fire suppression by the fire department 
Consideration of fire suppression measures taken by the fire department is vital 
to a useful post earthquake fire model, since it permits investigation of the relative 
benefits of a more robust water supply, investment in additional fire service assets, or 
other possible risk reduction efforts. Although much has been qualitatively written 
about the role of fire fighting activities in the early stages of fire (Sekizawa 1997, 
2006), few models have quantitatively represented the effects of suppression explicitly 
(Table 5). Scawthorn (1987) provided perhaps the most detailed suppression 
representation, developing probabilities of crossing firebreaks of various widths, with 
and without fire suppression, based on data from U.S. and non earthquake urban 
conflagrations, which were further elaborated by others and are presented in 
Scawthorn et al. (2005). In Ohgai et al. (2004), a burning cell is a candidate to be 
extinguished if the assumed time required for a fire brigade to arrive has passed and a 
water source is within a specified distance. The maximum number of cells a water 
source can extinguish is determined based on volume of water at the source, nozzle 
flow, hose range, and time required to extinguish a cell. Once extinguishment is 
initiated at a cell, it is considered “extinguished by fire fighting” after a specified time 
has passed. In the ResQ Firesimulator (Nussle et al. 2004), the model tracks the 
amount of water fire brigades have sprayed on each building. Making sure that the 
maximum rate of water spraying is not exceeded, water is sprayed on a burning 
building when the brigade tank has sufficient water and is close enough to the fire.  
To varying degrees, existing models represent individual fire resources (e.g., 
engines, fire boats), location and amount of water available for fire suppression, 31 
 
amount of water needed to suppress a given fire, and time required for fire fighters to 
arrive at a fire and suppress it, but often in a somewhat idealized manner. For 
example, simulation modeling in Scawthorn (1987) explicitly included key decision 
variables (e.g., number of fire engines) but idealized their travel times by using an 
average speed, rather than explicitly modeling and accounting for transportation 
disruption due to transportation system and other damage, and post earthquake 
congestion. Explicit integration of water supply and transportation system models, to 
examine impacts of their functionality in a detailed way on post earthquake fire has 
not yet been accomplished. Evaluation of the effectiveness of various mitigation 
actions, such as more fire engines, backup water supplies, or intumescent paint, is rare 
in the literature, although these have been examined in practice.  
 
2.3.4.  Model validation, sensitivity, and application  
The best way to validate post earthquake fire models would be to compare 
their estimates to observations from actual earthquakes. In practice, earthquakes are 
too few and idiosyncratic to provide a complete basis for validating post earthquake 
fire models. In addition to hindcasting, validation should proceed by: (a) confirming 
the logic connecting the several modules of an overall model (e.g., ignition, spread), 
then (b) demonstrating the validity of each module via theory, empirical data, or other 
approaches. In any case, one can try to establish that a model is reasonable by 
comparing its results to observed data, other models, or expert opinion (Table 6).  
Scawthorn et al. (1981) hindcasted losses for three Japanese earthquakes. 
Scawthorn (1987) hindcasted losses for five U.S. earthquakes, and also compared the 
Hamada model against actual U.S. fire spread data. Himoto and Tanaka (2008) and 
Ohgai et al. (2004) compare their model results to those from the Hamada model. The 
Ohgai et al. (2004) and Cousins/Thomas (Thomas et al. 2006) models are compared to 32 
 
observed fire spread for the 1995 Kobe, Japan and 1931 Napier, New Zealand 
earthquakes, respectively. Some of the models have been applied to hypothetical 
events in specified regions, demonstrating the availability of the required data and 
output the models provide (Table 6), although the more physics based models appear 
to have focused on smaller applications.  
Scawthorn et al. (1981) and more so Cousins et al. (2002) have reported the 
sensitivity of results to various input parameters and model assumptions. Such 
sensitivity analyses can be useful in estimating the uncertainty associated with model 
results, and in identifying the most influential parameters to focus on for data 
collection.  
Finally, besides studies reported by Nussle et al. (2004), there has been limited 
use of models to evaluate the effectiveness of possible risk reduction strategies. 
Probably the most notable example is the modeling by O’Rourke, Scawthorn, and 
their colleagues which demonstrated major vulnerabilities in and was then employed 
to develop major improvements in San Francisco’s Auxiliary and Portable Water 
Supply Systems (Scawthorn et al. 2006). The same reference documents analyses that 
led to the design and construction of an entirely new dedicated fire protection system, 
for Vancouver, B.C. Nussle et al. (2004) examine the effectiveness of preemptively 
wetting buildings to prevent their ignition. Recently, Toki and collaborators have 
demonstrated post earthquake fire vulnerabilities to major cultural treasures in Kyoto, 
Japan, which has led to current construction of special fire protection systems there 
(K. Toki, personal communication). 
 
2.4.  Integrated models 
The Scawthorn (1987), SERA, TOSHO (i.e., Tokyo Fire Department), 
HAZUS, URAMP, Cousins and Smith (2004), and Ren and Xie (2004) models offer 33 
 
ignition and spread/suppression models together in one package. Although they can 
easily be decoupled, integration of the two model types allows one to estimate fire 
damage for a specified earthquake (or distribution of ground shaking), so the model 
can be applied for any hypothetical future earthquake (as in Scawthorn et al. 2005). 
Such analyses can be useful for planning by fire departments, water supply agencies, 
city planners, and the insurance industry.  
 
2.5.  Conclusion 
Post earthquake fires have accounted for the largest single earthquake related 
losses in both the U.S. and Japan, and continue to be a source of potentially 
catastrophic risk. Modeling of post earthquake fires began with Hamada more than 50 
years ago, and the 1970s and 1980s saw the main factors affecting post earthquake 
fires identified and many historical and contemporary events increasingly better 
documented. In the 1980s and 1990s, several integrated post earthquake fire models 
emerged that have been used by, for example, the Tokyo Fire Department, the Federal 
Emergency Management Agency, the insurance industry, and practitioners.  
Opportunities to improve post earthquake fire modeling remain, as reflected in a 
notable increase in research in the field since about 2000. Data from recent 
earthquakes is being used to update empirical ignition models, and significant 
advances are emerging in urban fire spread modeling as researchers adapt ideas from 
other fire modeling arenas, and take advantage of improved computational power and 
data availability. The trend is towards spread models based on physical laws, often 
modified by historical experience, rather than strictly empirical models; and towards 
models that use different simulation techniques, such as cellular automata. Spread 
models will likely become more physics based, making them more generally 
applicable and scientifically defensible. Important factors not yet included explicitly or 34 
 
needing better modeling are slope, vegetation, and building damage; the effects of 
suppression efforts by fire departments; and the functionality of water supply and 
transportation systems. Lastly, more effort should be made to open and verify existing 
models, and to improve our understanding of them via sensitivity and other analyses. 
The new model described in Chapter 3 of this dissertation represents an effort to 
address some of these issues by introducing the advances summarized in Section 1.4.  35 
 
CHAPTER 3 
POST-EARTHQUAKE FIRE SPREAD MODEL DESCRIPTION 
3.1.  Introduction 
  The objective of the new model is to estimate the spread of fires that ignite in 
an urban area as the result of an earthquake. It is implemented as a simulation 
programmed in C++, and uses geographic information systems (GIS) for 
preprocessing input data (see Chapter 4) and presenting results graphically. The model 
is described in this chapter. Chapter 5 presents a case study with more specifics on the 
inputs used and outputs developed.  
 
3.2.  Inputs 
The fire spread model takes three main types of input: (1) building, (2) 
ignition, and (3) wind information. For each building in the study area, the model 
requires the height, number of stories, occupancy type (e.g., single family house, 
school), percentage of the exterior wall area that is windows (0% to 50% or 50% to 
100%), and some geometric attributes based on the geocoded building footprint (e.g., 
floor area, estimated room geometry). GIS algorithms were developed in Manifold 8.0 
using the Visual Basic Scripting language to extract the necessary geometric attributes 
from the building footprints, as described in detail in Chapter 4. Specifically, two 
algorithms were created, one to partition building footprints into reasonable estimates 
of room areas and one to identify, for each external building wall, its facing wall, i.e., 
the closest external wall of a neighboring building that is within a line of sight and 
therefore is likely to be the primary target of radiation from a fire in the original 
building. For the case study analysis, the geocoded building footprint and other 36 
 
building attributes were obtained for each building from Imagecat, Inc., which 
developed the data using high resolution DigitalGlobe Quickbird satellite imagery, 
supplemented by local and expert opinion.  
To estimate a specific location and dimensions for each window, the fire 
spread model assumes there is one window per exterior room wall, the window is 
centered on the room wall, and all windows have the same user specified height/width 
ratio (taken to be 1.5 in the base case analysis). For each exterior room wall, the model 
samples a percentage of the wall area that is window (0% to 50% or 50% to 100%, 
depending on the input data for that building), and multiplies it by the room wall area 
to get the window area. To avoid unrealistically small windows, which can produce 
unrealistically large window flame heights, if an exterior room wall is 1 m or less in 
length, or if its window area is less than 2.5% of the wall area, it is assumed that there 
is no window in that wall.  
Two different ignition modes of analysis are available. In the deterministic 
mode, the user inputs the specific rooms in which the ignitions occur and the times 
(seconds after the earthquake) at which they occur. In the probabilistic mode, the 
model simulates the occurrence of ignitions for a particular specified earthquake using 
the Davidson (in press) ignition model described in Section 2.3. Specifically, a 
negative binomial regression model is used to estimate the mean number of ignitions 
in each census tract, based on the ground shaking experienced in the tract and other 
characteristics of the tract (e.g., percentage of land area that is commercial, industrial, 
or transportation; total building area; percentage of building area that is unreinforced 
masonry; people per km
2) (Davidson in press). For each census tract, using the 
estimated mean number of ignitions, the simulation spread model then randomly 
samples the number of ignitions from a negative binomial distribution. Each ignition is 
randomly assigned to a room within the census tract, assuming all are equally likely. 37 
 
For each ignition, following Zhao et al. (2006), the time of ignition is simulated 
according to a Weibull distribution with shape parameter 0.7 and scale parameter 15 
hours. 
Two modes of analysis are available for wind data as well. In the deterministic 
mode, the user specifies the wind speed and direction at each time step throughout the 
duration of the simulation. In the probabilistic mode, the fire spread model samples a 
time series of wind speeds and directions from input historical data that includes the 
date, hour, minute, wind speed (m/s) and wind direction (angle in degrees measured in 
a clockwise direction between north and the direction the wind is blowing from). The 
program randomly samples a starting time, and uses the time series of winds from that 
point through the end of the simulation. Directly using historical data in this way 
ensures a realistic sequence of wind over the entire duration of a simulation (hours or 
days), since the wind speeds and directions are autocorrelated. For the case study area, 
historical wind data were obtained from the National Climatic Data Center Climate 
Data Online service using the hourly global surface data for the Van Nuys Airport 
station (USAF 722886 at 34°12.6’N 118°29.34’W) (NCDC 2008). It includes wind 
speed (m/s) and direction (angle, measured in a clockwise direction, between true 
north and the direction from which the wind is blowing) for more than 264,000 hourly 
observations from 1973 to 2007. The average and median wind speeds are 2.8 m/s (6.3 
mph) and 2.4 m/s (5.4 mph), respectively. The wind is predominantly from the 
southeast, with 59% of the observations from 90° to 180°. 
 
3.3.  Outputs 
Because the spread model simulates the evolution of fires over time in great 
detail, including uncertainty, it is possible to extract a large variety of output 
describing the fire spread. To get a summary of the overall extent and speed of fire 38 
 
spread, a plot of percentage of total building area in the study area that is burned 
versus time is provided, with user specified confidence intervals on the mean. To 
examine the spatial distribution of fire spread at the building level, the model provides, 
for each building, the percentage of the building area burned at each time step. The 
spatial distribution can be explored in more detail by looking at the temperature or fire 
phase (growth, fully developed, or decay) for each room at each time step. This spatial 
data can be used to create a time series of maps showing the evolution of fire spread 
throughout a region. Finally, to determine how fire is spreading, distributions of the 
modes of room to room and building to building fire spread are presented. The 
possible modes of room to room spread considered are through a door, burn through a 
wall or ceiling, or leapfrogging; possible modes of building to building spread are 
radiation, flame impingement, or branding. Detailed results are in Chapter 5.  
 
3.4.  Overall fire spread simulation process 
The model includes several modules, representing the primary modes of urban 
fire spread (Figure 3): (1) evolution of fire within a room or roof; (2) room to room 
spread within a building through doorways to adjacent rooms, by burn through to 
adjacent rooms or a room or roof above, or by leapfrogging through windows to a 
room above; and (3) building to building spread by flame impingement and radiation 
from window flames, radiation from room gas, radiation from roof flames, and 
branding. These modes are described in turn in Sections 3.5 to 3.8. Convection is not 
included because although it can contribute to heating over short distances, it is not 






Figure 3.  Modes of fire spread included in model 
 
Details of the simulation are elaborated in Figure 4. For each iteration i and 
time step t, the model loops through all rooms and roofs r that are burning at time t. 
For each burning room or roof r, it first determines the fire phase (growth, fully 
developed, or decay) at time t assuming the evolution of fire within each room follows 
a room specific temperature time curve. A room or roof is assumed to be able to 
spread to other rooms and buildings only if it is in the fully developed phase, when the 
temperatures are sufficiently high (Law 1978). For all burning rooms r, the model then 
determines if the fire spreads to any neighboring rooms within the same building by 
traveling through doorways, burning through walls or ceilings, or leapfrogging to the 
room or roof above it. Spread by burn through may occur in rooms that share a wall 
with and are on the same floor as room r, or the room that is directly above room r. 
Fire may spread from exterior rooms with a window by leapfrogging to the room or 
roof that is directly above.  
 
  Evolution of fire 
within a room or roof
Room-to-room spread
• Doorway
• Burn through walls, ceilings
• Leapfrogging
Building-to-building spread
• Flame impingement & radiation 
from window flame
• Radiation from room gas
• Radiation from roof flame
• Branding 40 
 
 
Figure 4.  Flowchart of overall fire spread simulation model. 
  
Fire may spread from one building to another due to flame impingement, 
radiation, or branding. If a window flame ejected from a burning room touches the 
window of a neighboring building, the associated room is assumed to ignite 
immediately. Three sources of radiation are considered: (1) room gas from a burning 
room, (2) window flame ejected from a burning room, and (3) roof flame. For each 
burning exterior room r (i.e., room with a window), the radiation emitted by the room 
gas and ejected window flames are calculated, and then, based on relative locations, 
the radiation received by room windows and roofs in neighboring buildings are 
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cylinder (dependent on wind speed and direction), emitted radiation is calculated, and 
the radiation received by nearby room windows and roofs are determined.  
Next, for each burning roof, fire spread to neighboring buildings due to 
branding is determined. The number and size of brands emitted are simulated, the size 
and trajectory of each brand is modeled probabilistically, and if a brand lands on 
another building’s roof, it is assumed that there is a brand size dependent probability 
that it will ignite the host roof.  
For each target room and roof, the radiation received from all burning rooms 
and roofs from all sources are summed. If the heat flux at the target surface exceeds 
the specified critical heat flux then the ignition time for the target room or roof is 
determined such that higher a heat flux leads to a shorter ignition delay. If, at a 
subsequent time step, the target receives a larger heat flux with an associated shorter 
ignition delay, then the earlier of the two ignition times is taken.  
Finally, all rooms and roofs ignited during time step t are added to the list of 
burning rooms and roofs r for the next time step. In Sections 3.4 to 3.8, for each main 
module, the phenomenon is described, previous work in the area is briefly reviewed, 
and the method used in this model is presented. Table 8 shows a summary of the 









Table 8.  List of modes of spread considered with sources and targets 
Spread Mode  Sources  Targets 
Open doors  All rooms  Neighboring rooms 
Burn through  All rooms  Neighboring rooms and roof 
Leapfrogging  Rooms with 












windows  Rooms in facing wall on same floor 
Roof flame 
radiation  Roofs  
For all buildings in a specified radius in the 
direction of the wind, (a) roofs and (b) 
windows in the closest wall within flame height 
Branding  Roofs  Roofs on neighboring buildings in specified radius 
 
3.5.  Evolution of a room or roof fire 
There are three main approaches to modeling the evolution of fire within a 
room. Computational fluid dynamics models divide a room into many elemental 
volumes and solve fundamental equations governing the transfer of mass, momentum, 
and energy to estimate the evolution of fire within the room. More common are zone 
models, which divide a room into two zones—an upper hot gas layer and a lower cold 
gas layer—and solves conservation of mass, momentum, and energy for them. Finally, 
simplified relationships of temperature vs. time have been developed to represent the 
development of a fire within a room. For this regional post earthquake fire spread 
model involving thousands of buildings, the temperature time curve approach is 
appropriate for the level of data available, computational demands, and intended uses. 43 
 
Compartment fires are often discussed in terms of three distinct phases: 
growth, fully developed (or steady state), and decay (Figure 5). During the growth 
phase, the temperature rises quickly as the fire grows as a function of the fuel 
characteristics with little influence from the compartment. Flashover, or the transition 
from growth to fully developed, occurs when all combustible materials in the room 
suddenly ignite due to radiation from the hot gases in the room. While there is no 
widely accepted, precise definition of flashover, it is often taken to be the point at 
which a specified temperature is reached—500°C to 600°C are widely used (Walton 
and Thomas 2002), or a specified percentage of the fuel load has burned (e.g., Law 
(1978) suggests 30%; NFPA (1997) suggests 20%). Walton and Thomas (2002) 
review methods for predicting flashover, as well as the temperature history during the 
pre  and post flashover periods. In the fully developed phase, as temperatures reach 
about 1000°C or higher, the fire will be controlled by the surface area of combustible 
materials (fuel controlled) or the availability of oxygen through openings (ventilation 
controlled), depending on the amount of combustible contents. Usually a ventilation 
controlled is more severe. Finally, the decay phase occurs as fuel is consumed and the 
heat release rate declines. The temperatures and heat flux during the growth and decay 
phases are small compared to the fully developed phase, and are not typically 
considered to cause structural damage. The fully developed phase, therefore, is often 




Figure 5.  Fire phases (Walton and Thomas 2002, Reproduced with permission from 
the SFPE Handbook of Fire Protection Engineering.  Copyright 2002, Society of Fire 
Protection Engineers) 
 
Cooper and Steckler (1996), Lie (2002), Walton and Thomas (2002), and 
Drysdale (1998) review specific temperature time curves in detail. A brief summary is 
provided here. The ASTM E119 “standard time temperature curve” was first 
introduced in the U.S. in 1917 (Cooper and Steckler 1996). Although it was originally 
intended only as a basis for comparing the fire endurance of building assemblies using 
a simple test and was based on little knowledge of actual room fires, it has been 
widely used since then with little modification as the definition of a “standard fire” to 
which building elements are exposed to determine their fire resistance. After full scale 
room burnout tests as early as the 1920s showed that real fires behave very differently 
from the standard curve, Inberg (1928) developed the equal area hypothesis to relate 
the results from tests with the standard curve to real life fire endurance. The standard 
curve still has many well documented shortcomings including the fact that it does not 
account for the eventual decay of a fire, or for the effects of many key factors known 
to be important in determining the evolution of fire in a compartment, including fire 
load density (the amount of combustible material per unit floor area), surface area and 
arrangement of the combustible contents, size of ventilation openings, room 
dimensions, and thermal properties of the walls, ceiling, and floors (Cooper and 



















fire resistance ratings because it is considered conservative, it has a proven safety 
record, and it is simple to apply (Cooper and Steckler 1996).  
Since the 1950s, various alternatives to the standard curve have been 
developed. Corson (1953) and Siegel (1968) each proposed qualitative temperature 
time curves. In the 1970s, curves were developed based on 16 full scale burnout 
experiments in residential recreation room occupancies (Fang and Breese 1980). 
Using mathematical modeling to solve heat balance equations for the room under 
consideration, other temperature time curves were developed by Kawagoe and Sekine 
(1963), Odeen (1970), Magnussen and Thelandersson (1970), Pettersson et al. (1976), 
and Babrauskas and Williamson (1978, 1979). A key weakness of these models 
remains their inability to accurately simulate burning rates under real fire conditions. 
For example, they are mostly based on cellulosic fuels (like wood) which may not be 
appropriate given modern synthetic materials, and on windows as the only type of 
room ventilation. They also require lengthy computation and detailed data. For design 
purposes, Lie (1974, 1995) enveloped Kawagoe and Sekine (1963) curves 
representing different conditions to give estimate of “most severe” fire likely to occur.  
In the new fire spread model introduced in this dissertation, a method 
developed by Law and O’Brien (1981) is adapted for use because it gives reasonable 
results (Law 1978); considers the key factors; and requires as input only room 
dimensions, window dimensions, and fire load, all of which can be estimated. Finally, 
Law and O’Brien (1981) includes a method to estimate window flame geometry and 
radiation emitted by the room gas and window flame (Section 3.7.1), ensuring that 
these modules are all consistent. The method does not estimate a full temperature time 
curve, just the average temperature during the fully developed condition, and a 
guideline for when the fire is in that phase. Since it is often assumed that spread occurs 46 
 
only in the fully developed phase (Law 1978), this is considered an acceptable 
limitation. The method is summarized as follows.  
For a given room that has been ignited, the model first determines whether 
through (also called forced) draft or no through draft conditions apply, and then 
applies the appropriate equations. If a through draft condition applies, it is assumed 
that there is sufficient ventilation to give free burning conditions (Law and O’Brien 
1981). In this model, it was assumed that a through draft exists in a room if: (a) the 
wind speed is greater than a threshold value; and (b) there are at least two openings for 
wind to flow through. Otherwise, there is no through draft. In the case study, the wind 
speed threshold value was set at 5 m/s because that is a reasonable estimate of the 
average outflow air velocity in a room fire (Drysdale 1998), and therefore the 
minimum wind speed required for wind to overpower the outflow, creating a through 
draft. Condition (b) is assumed to hold if there is more than one room wall with a 
window (as in a corner room); or there is one room wall with a window and the door is 
open or a wall or ceiling in the room has burned through.   
Following Law and O’Brien (1981), for a through draft condition, the model 
first calculates the rate of burning (kg/s) as: 
  /1200 R L =   (1)   
where, the total room fire load (kg) is: 
  F L A q = ,  (2) 
 AF= floor area (m
2) and q=occupancy dependent fire load density (kg/m
2). Second, it 
determines the current fire phase at time t based on Lt, the percentage of fire load 
burned at time t: 
  / t L Rt L = .  (3) 
If the fire is in growth phase (i.e.,  0.3 t L < ) or decay phase (i.e.,  0.8 t L > ), it is 
assumed that it cannot spread and move on to the next room that is burning. If the fire 47 
 
is in the fully developed phase (0.3 0.8 t L ≤ ≤ ), the room temperature (in °K) is 
calculated as: 
 
0.04 1200(1 ) f a T T e
ψ − = + −   (4) 
where Ta=ambient air temperature (293°K),  
  / w T L A A ψ = ,   (5) 
Aw=window area (m
2), and AT=total area of floor, ceiling, and walls minus total 
window area (m
2). The same steps are followed for no through draft conditions, except 
that the rate of burning is calculated as: 
  ( ) ( )
1/2 0.036 1/2 0.18 1 w R e A hW D
η − − = − ,   (6) 
and the room temperature is calculated as: 
   ( )( )
0.1 0.05 1/2 6000 1 1 f a T T e e
η ψ η
− − − = + − − ,   (7) 
where  
 
1/2 / T w A A h η = ,   (8) 
h = window height (m), W = width of wall containing windows (m), and D = depth of 
room (m). For rooms without windows, it was assumed that there are ventilation leaks 
below and around doors and windows, and therefore, the ventilation area Aw was taken 
to be half of the door area, where the area of every door is assumed to be 0.762 m. by 
0.032 m. (80 in. by 36 in.).  
 
3.6.  Spread from room to room within a building 
There are three main ways that fire can spread from one room to other rooms 
within a building: (1) through doorways, (2) by burning through walls or the ceiling, 
or (3) due to a flame ejected out the window igniting the room directly above it (i.e., 
leapfrogging) (Platt et al. 1994). Since the exact specifics of fire development in a 
room are not modeled, and information is not available about the exact construction of 
each wall, ceiling, and floor, the first two modes of room to room spread are modeled 48 
 
probabilistically. As mentioned, in all cases, fire spread can only occur when the room 
is in a fully developed state. It was assumed that there is one door in each interior 
wall, and that there is a specified probability (assumed to be 0.5) that each door is 
open. If the door is open, fire spreads to the neighboring room in the next time step; if 
not, the closed door acts like a wall and is subject to burn through, but with half the 
estimated time to burn through, since doors are not fire rated.   
For each interior wall and the ceiling in the burning room, the time until burn 
through occurs is sampled from a lognormal distribution, and at that time, the 
neighboring room or roof is ignited (if it has not already been ignited by another 
method by that time). The mean of the distribution is dependent on the fire resistance 
type of the building the burning room is in (i.e., fire resistive, protected, or 
unprotected), and the type of barrier under consideration (i.e., interior bearing wall, 
interior non bearing wall, floor ceiling assembly, or roof ceiling assembly) (Table 9). 
The coefficient of variation is assumed to be 0.15. Lognormal distributions were 
assumed to ensure nonnegative times, but another distribution could be used. The 
three fire resistance building types were defined by combining the International 
Building Code (IBC) construction types that specify similar fire resistance ratings for 
interior walls and ceilings (ICC 2006). For each fire resistance building type and 
barrier type, the associated fire resistance rating (FRR) (in hours) in the IBC was taken 
to be the mean of the time to burn through distribution (with an FRR of zero taken to 





Table 9.  Mean time to burn through by building fire resistance type and barrier type 
(hours) 
  Building fire resistance type 
 Barrier type  Fire resistive  Protected  Unprotected 
 Interior bearing walls  2  1  0.25 
 Interior nonbearing walls  0.25  0.25  0.25 
 Floor ceiling assemblies  2  1  0.25 
 Roof ceiling assemblies  1.5  1  0.25 
 
In reality, the time until fire spreads through a wall or ceiling to a neighboring 
room may be shorter than the specified FRR due to weaknesses, such as electrical 
services, plumbing ducts, or earthquake damage (Platt et al. 1994). It also may be 
longer because, for example, the failure criteria used to establish the FRR may not 
have been burn through, but insulation failure, or because FRRs are determined by 
rounding down to the nearest approved FRR value (Platt 1994). Given these 
competing possible errors, the FRR value without adjustment was taken to be the 
mean.  
Each building in the study area can be assigned to a fire resistance building 
type based on its occupancy type and number of stories. Alternatively, in cases where 
an occupancy type includes multiple types, a building may be assigned a probability of 
being each of the fire resistance types. Chapter 5 describes how this was done in the 
Los Angeles case study. A specified percentage of interior walls are assumed to be 
bearing (assumed to be 0.25). 
Finally, fire may spread from a burning room with a window to the room 
directly above it by leapfrogging (Figure 6). Similar to Platt et al. (1994), the geometry 
of the flame ejected out the window of the burning room is modeled as discussed in 50 
 
Section 3.7.1.1, and if the height of the flame reaches above the bottom sill of the 
window of the room above, it is assumed that the room above ignites by leapfrogging. 
As in Platt et al. (1994), the time it takes for ignition to occur is assumed to be 3 min. 
if the flame tip is at the face of the building, and varies linearly to 12 min. if the flame 
tip projects out x=1 m or more from the face of the building.   
 
  
Figure 6.  Leapfrogging (Reprinted from Fire Safety J, 22, Platt, D., Elms, D. 
and Buchanan, A., A probabilistic model of fire spread with time effects, 367 398, 
Copyright (1994), with permission from Elsevier) 
 
3.7.  Spread from one building to another due to radiation 
Sections 3.7.1 and 3.7.2 describe how the model estimates the effect of 
radiation due to room gas and window flame, and the radiation due to roof flames, 
respectively. The radiation fluxes received by a target from multiple sources are 
summed to determine if the flux is above the critical flux of 12.5 kW/m
2. If it is, then 
the time until ignition is determined based on the value of the received flux, varying 
from 1 minute if the flux is at least 30 kW/m
2 to 30 minutes if the flux is at the critical 
value. The assumed relationship between received radiation flux and ignition delay, 
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Table 10.  Assumed relationship between received radiation flux and ignition delay 
Radiation (kW/m
2)  Time delay until ignition (min) 
12.5  30 
15  25 
17.5  10 
20  7 
30+  1 
 
3.7.1.  Flame impingement and radiation from window flame and room gas 
When a room with a window reaches flashover, a flame is ejected out the 
window and may curl back and contact the external wall above the window. These 
window flames can cause fire to spread by leapfrogging (Section 3.6) or flame 
impingement on neighboring buildings, and will emit radiation. At the same time, hot 
gas is ejected from the window, emitting radiation as well (Figure 7). The geometry 
that defines the relative positions of the window of the burning room and any 
neighboring buildings determines how much radiation is actually received by any 
neighboring buildings facing the window. There are four key steps to modeling the 
effect of the window flame and room gas on neighboring buildings: (1) determine the 
geometry of the window flame and if any rooms are ignited by flame impingement, (2) 
estimate the configuration factor, which describes the relative positions of the window 
and any neighboring building, and (3) estimate the radiation received by the 






Figure 7.  Flame impingement and radiation from flame and room gas 
 
3.7.1.1. Geometry of window flame 
The geometry of a window flame is typically described in terms of the height 
of the flame tip above the top of the window z, the horizontal outward projection of 
flame from the exterior wall x, and its width w (e.g., Figure 8 and Figure 9). It depends 
on ventilation conditions (through draft or no through draft), window shape and size, 
and the presence of vertical or horizontal projects above or beside the window (Law 
and O’Brien 1981). In the more common no draft condition (Figure 8), the flame 
emerges from the top 2/3 of the window, with air being drawn into the room from the 
bottom 1/3. In the through draft condition (Figure 9), the flame tends to emerge from 
the entire window area, and the flame tends to be projected outward more (Law and 
O’Brien 1981). Large windows tend to allow more fuel to be burned within the room, 
resulting in smaller external window flame heights (Oleszkiewicz 1990).  The window 
aspect ratio (window height h to width w) controls the shape of the plume, with tall, 
narrow windows having taller flames, projected away from the façade more 
(Oleszkiewicz 1990, Law and O’Brien 1981).  If a window is narrow or has no wall 
above it, the outward projection is larger because in these cases, it is possible to 
entrain more cool air in back of the flame, which is needed to project it outward (Law 
and O’Brien 1981). Figure 8.  Assumed geometry of window flame in the no draft condition (
1978, © American Institute of Steel Construction, reprinted with permission.  All 
 
Figure 9.  Assumed g
1978, © American Institute of Steel Construction, reprinted with permission.  All 
 
Yokoi (1960) and Siegel (1969) performed experiments to investiga
spread from windows, and used the results to begin understanding the key factors that 
determine window flame geometry and temperature, and developing equations to 
estimate flame geometry and temperature. Thomas and Law (1974) reexamined and 
compared earlier experimental work by Yokoi, Siegel, and 
Law and O’Brien (1981) then included additional full
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.  Assumed geometry of window flame in the no draft condition (
1978, © American Institute of Steel Construction, reprinted with permission.  All 
rights reserved) 
Assumed geometry of window flame in the draft condition
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rights reserved) 
Yokoi (1960) and Siegel (1969) performed experiments to investiga
spread from windows, and used the results to begin understanding the key factors that 
determine window flame geometry and temperature, and developing equations to 
estimate flame geometry and temperature. Thomas and Law (1974) reexamined and 
d earlier experimental work by Yokoi, Siegel, and others, Law (1978) and 
Law and O’Brien (1981) then included additional full scale experimental results in 
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eometry of window flame in the draft condition (Law, 
1978, © American Institute of Steel Construction, reprinted with permission.  All 
Yokoi (1960) and Siegel (1969) performed experiments to investigate fire 
spread from windows, and used the results to begin understanding the key factors that 
determine window flame geometry and temperature, and developing equations to 
estimate flame geometry and temperature. Thomas and Law (1974) reexamined and 
Law (1978) and 
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developing a method to assess the fire safety of external building elements. 
Oleszkiewicz (1990) later modified the Law (1978) conservative assumption of 
constant flame thickness (i.e., horizontal projection) to instead assume a triangular 
flame shape that is thickest at the top of the window, decreasing as it rises until it has 
zero thickness when it meets the building façade. Considering non cellulosic fuels, 
Bullen and Thomas (1974) investigated the effect of the amount of unburnt fuel 
leaving the room on the height of external flames. Sugawa and Takahashi (1995) and 
Sugawa et al. (1997) examined the effect of wind speed and direction on external 
flames. Klopovic and Turan (2001) present experimental results of plume 
characteristics and compare them to those predicted by previously developed models.  
In this study, the Law and O’Brien (1981) model of window flame geometry 
was used because it produced approximations consistent with experimental tests 
(Klopovic and Turan 2001), and as noted before, it helps ensure consistency across 
multiple modules. The method, which is demonstrated in detail in Carlsson (1999), is 
as follows. It is assumed that the flame temperature is constant across the full width 
and thickness of the flame and equal to the maximum value at the flame axis; and the 
flame tip is the point along the flame axis at which the temperature is 813°K (Law and 
O’Brien 1981). Although wind can deflect flames sideways to an angle of 45°, the 
effect of wind on the flame geometry was neglected in this spread model. For the no 
through draft condition, assuming the flame shape in Figure 8 and all dimensions are 
in meters, the height of the flame tip above the top of the window z is estimated as: 
 
2/3 12.8( / ) z R w h = − ;   (9) 
the flame width wz is estimated as the window width  z w w = ; and the flame thickness 
is estimated as  2 /3 h λ = . There are 3 cases for horizontal flame projection: If there is 
a wall above the window and  1.25 h w < , the projection of the centerline of the flame x 
is: 55 
 
  /3 x h = ;   (10) 
in other cases with a wall above the window: 
 
0.54 0.3 ( / ) x h h w = ;   (11) 
and if there is no wall above the window (windows in the top floor), then: 
 
1/3 0.6 ( / ) x h z h = .   (12) 
For the through draft condition, if the window is in a room on the upwind side 
of the building, the model assumes the wind is blowing in through the entire window, 
and therefore, no window flame (or room gas) is emitted from it. If the window is in a 
room on the downwind side, or side which is sheltered from the wind, of the building, 
assuming the flame shape in Figure 9 and all dimensions are in meters, the height of 
the flame tip above the top of the window z is estimated as:  
 
0.43 0.5 23.9 w z u RA h
− − = − ,   (13) 
where u is wind speed; the flame width is estimated as the window width: 
  z w w =    (14) 
(simplifying Law and O’Brien’s (1981) suggestion that  0.4 z w w x = + ); the flame 
thickness is estimated as h; and the horizontal projection of the centerline of the flame 
is estimated as:  
 
2 .22 0.605( / ) ( ) x u h z h = + .  (15) 
The window flame geometry correlations are known to be less accurate when 
certain special conditions exist, including (Drysdale 1998, p.369): (1) there are 
substantial heat losses from the projecting flame to the façade of the building; (2) there 
is strong wind (flame is deflected and reduced in length); (3) there is a fire on a lower 
floor with flames ejected (flames will lengthen due to oxygen depletion by the rising 
combustion products, and flames may merge); (4) the fuel is non cellulosic and 
requires a low heat to produce volatiles; or (5) the fuel bed has a very large surface 
area (burning rate will be higher than expected and flames will be longer). No 56 
 
information was available to estimate how frequently or where specifically these 
conditions exist or how each would modify the flame geometry exactly, so they were 
not included in the spread model.  
If the front of the window flame intersects with the facing wall (defined in 
Section 3.2) that is on the same floor as the radiator, then the room associated with 
that wall is assumed to ignite immediately via flame impingement. 
 
3.7.1.2. Configuration factors 
The configuration (or view) factor φ  represents the fraction of radiation 
emitted from the radiator (source) that is received by the receiver (target). In this case, 
the radiator is a vertical rectangle representing either the front of the window flame or 
the window emitting room gas. Multiple receivers are considered, and a configuration 
factor is determined for each. The receivers are assumed to be the centroids of the 
windows in the facing wall that are on the same floor as the radiator, where the facing 
wall is as defined in Sections 3.2 and 4.4.1 (Figure 10). Alternatively, one could 
assume that the receiver is the point on the facing wall that is closest to the burning 
room window, whether it is in a window or on the cladding. In this model, the 
possibility of spread by ignition of the cladding on the facing wall was not considered 
and instead assumed that it will be easier to ignite a room through a window because 
the critical ignition radiation heat flux will be lower in a room than on the cladding 
(although the radiation received at the window may be less because it may not be as 




Figure 10.  Facing wall for (a) one building wall and (b) a set of building walls 
 
The configuration factor depends on the size of the radiator, and the distance 
between and relative orientation of the radiator and receiver. In this case, since the 
radiators—windows and idealized window flames—are rectangles, and the receiver is 
a point on a plane (receiving window centroid on facing wall), the configuration factor 
can be written in terms of the equations in Law and O’Brien (1981, App. B2). Point P 
is taken to be the centroid of the receiving window; point P’ is the point along the line 
at which the planes of the radiator rectangle and the receiving rectangle intersect that 
is at the same height as P. To calculate the configuration factor for a radiator rectangle 
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and if the planes containing the radiator and receiving window intersect at an angle θ 
(Figure 11b):  
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(17) 
where  '/ ' a h S = ,  '/ ' b w S = , h’ and w’ are the height and width of the radiator 
rectangle being considered, respectively; and  ' S  is the distance from P to P’. If P’ is 
within the radiator rectangle, it divides the radiator into four rectangles, and the 
configuration factor of each of those four rectangles are calculated separately, then 
added to determine the total configuration factor for the radiator (Figure 12a). If P’ is 
outside the radiator rectangle, one calculates configuration factors for the appropriate 
a brectangles, and adds those that include the radiator
do not, as in Drysdale (1998, p. 60) (
automatically in the spread model, 
are parallel or not, P’ is in the radiator, to the left of it, or to the right of it). 
 
Figure 11.  Configuration factor
 
Figure 12.  Calculating configuration factors using rectangle where a) point P’ is 
within radiator and b) point P’ is outside of the radiator
 
3.7.1.3. Radiation received
The radiation transferred from the window flame radiator to each receiver is:
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rectangles, and adds those that include the radiator rectangle and subtracts those that 
do not, as in Drysdale (1998, p. 60) (Figure 12b). To implement these equations 
automatically in the spread model, several different cases are considered
is in the radiator, to the left of it, or to the right of it). 
.  Configuration factor scenario when the radiator and receiver planes are a) 
parallel and b) non parallel. 
.  Calculating configuration factors using rectangle where a) point P’ is 
within radiator and b) point P’ is outside of the radiator 
Radiation received 
The radiation transferred from the window flame radiator to each receiver is:
rectangle and subtracts those that 
b). To implement these equations 
are considered (e.g., planes 
is in the radiator, to the left of it, or to the right of it).  
 
scenario when the radiator and receiver planes are a) 
 
.  Calculating configuration factors using rectangle where a) point P’ is 
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  ( )
4 4
z z z z a I T T φ ε σ = − ,   (18) 
and the radiation transferred from the room gas radiator to each receiver is: 
  ( )
4 4
f f f f a I T T φ ε σ = − ,   (19) 
where Tz, Tf, and Ta are the flame, room, and ambient temperatures, respectively; εz 




4. The emissivities are taken to be: 
 
0.3 1 z e
λ ε
− = − ,  (20)  
where λ is the thickness of the flame at the top of the window and is: 
  2 /3 h λ =    (21) 
for no through draft condition and  
  x λ =    (22) 
for the through draft condition; and  1 f ε = . It is assumed that the gas from the window 
radiates from the entire window area (i.e., it is not shielded by the flame). 
 
3.7.2.  Radiation from roof flame 
When a roof ignites, a flame develops that behaves differently from a flame 
ejected from a room window. Since no models are available to represent this particular 
situation, in the new spread model, roof flames are treated as large, open pool fires, 
which have similar geometry, are similarly freely exposed to the atmosphere and 
wind, and for which many models have been developed (C. Beyler, Hughes 
Associates, personal communication). Beyler (2002) provides an excellent summary 
of open pool fire models and is the basis for most of this section. As with room gas 
and window flames, thermal radiation is the primary mechanism by which roof flames 
cause damage. Their effect on neighboring buildings depends on the fuel composition, 
size and shape of the pool (roof), duration of the fire, and proximity to and thermal 
characteristics of the neighboring buildings (Beyler 2002).  Three key steps are required to determ
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Three key steps are required to determine the effect of a roof fire on 
neighboring buildings. First, the model determines the burning rate and geometry of 
the flame. The flame is typically assumed to be a solid gray emitter with a regular 
shape, usually a circular or tilted cylinder (Figure 13). Its geometry is described by the 
, visible flame height HR, and flame tilt angle θR
radiative properties of fire (i.e., average emissive power) are characterized. The 
intensity of the thermal radiation emitted depends on the fuel type, fire size, flame 
temperature, and composition. Third, the model estimates the radiation received by 
neighboring buildings due to the roof flame. As with window flames, the radiation 
received is based on the relative positions of the flame and the target neighbor 
building and is described using configuration factors similar to those used for window 
It is important to use a single method for all three steps because the 
available methods all include empirical elements that could lead to unpredictable 
results if used in different combinations (Beyler 2002). 
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Beyler 1989 and Mudan 1984). The Shokri and Beyler (1989) screening method is a 
simple correlation between radiant heat flux at ground level as a function of pool fire 
diameter and fire target distance, and thus is only applicable for targets at the same 
level as the base of the pool fire. The point source model assumes the flame is a point 
source (rather than a cylinder), which greatly simplifies the configuration factors, but 
underpredicts the incident heat flux at closer distances (Drysdale 1998). Since it 
performs poorly at heat fluxes greater than 5 kW/m
2, it is not a good option when the 
ignition of combustibles is of concern (Beyler 2002). (Himoto and Tanaka 2008 use 
the point source model for window flames and do not model roof flames separately). 
Of the two detailed methods, Mudan (1984) was chosen for this model because it fits 
the available data only slightly worse than Shokri and Beyler (1989), and it allows for 
the effect of wind (i.e., flame tilt) whereas Shokri and Beyler (1989) does not (Beyler 
2002). 
The first step is to determine the burning rate and flame geometry. While 
burning rates are available for the different types of hydrocarbons that these methods 
were originally developed for, they are not available for roof fires. To estimate the 
burning rate of a roof flame, therefore, the roof was modeled as a room with the 
neutral plane at the ceiling height, assuming that air only flows in through the window 
and out through the roof (C. Beyler, Hughes Associates, personal communication). 
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where y is the height above or below the neutral plane, ρF is the density of 
compartment gas, ρ0 is the ambient air density, Cd is a discharge coefficient, w is the 62 
 
width of the window (m), and ybot is the height from the bottom of the window to the 
ceiling. In applying those equations, ρF, the density of compartment gas, was 
estimated as 0.27 kg/m
3, knowing that 
   ρF/ρo=Ta/Tf,   (25) 
and assuming a fully developed temperature of Tf=1300°K, ambient temperature of 
Ta=293°K, and ρo=1.2 kg/m
3
. The fuel burning rate is then  
 
  r m m / 0 & & = ,   (26) 
where r is the stoichiometric air/fuel ratio, assumed to be 5.7 kg air/kg wood 
(Drysdale 1998, p. 331).  
Several methods, mostly empirical or semiempirical, have been developed to 
estimate the height of an open pool fire flame. Beyler (2002) describes Thomas 
(1962), Moorhouse (1982), Heskestad (1981, 1983) and compares them to each other 
and available experimental data. The models determine flame height as functions of 
flame base diameter, mass burning rate per unit pool area, and in some cases, wind 
velocity. The Mudan (1984) method estimates flame height using the Thomas (1962) 
model, so that is used in this method as well. If there is no wind (Figure 13a), then the 
flame height to diameter ratio is: 
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where  
  π / 4 R R A D =   (28) 
is the diameter of a circular pool with area equal to the area of the actual pool, AR is 
the pool area (m
2),  ∞ m &  is the mass burning rate per unit pool area (kg/m
2s), and ρ0 is 
the ambient air density (kg/m
3). If there is wind (Figure 13b), then the flame height to 
diameter ratio is: 
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u is the wind speed (m/s), and ρF is density of the compartment gas(kg/m
3), assumed 
to be  0.27 kg/m
3.  In the last part of Step 1, the flame tilt angle θR, defined as the 
angle from vertical to the flame axis, is estimated. Welker and Sliepcevick (1966) and 
Emori and Saito (1983) developed correlations based on small scale experiments, but 
they do not compare well to larger scale data (Beyler 2002). Thomas (1962) and AGA 
(1974) also provide models, but the AGA model represents the available data best, and 
so that is used by Mudan (1984). AGA proposed that: 
  cos 1 R θ =    (31) 
for u*<1 and  
  cos 1/ * R u θ =    (32) 
for u*≥1. 
The second step in estimating the effect of a roof fire on a neighboring 
building is to determine the average emissive power of the flame in kW/m
2, which 
Mudan (1984) determine based on the following correlation:  
  ] 1 [ max
R R sD
S
sD e E e E E
− − − + = ,   (33) 
where Emax is the equivalent blackbody emissive power, 140 kW/m
2; s is the extinction 
coefficient, 0.12 m
 1; and Es is the emissive power of smoke, 20 kW/m
2. 
The last step is to estimate the radiation received by the target of interest. Like 
for a window flame, it was assumed that a roof flame may affect multiple targets. All 
buildings that are within a threshold distance of the burning roof and are within a 
threshold angle of the direction the wind is blowing towards (assumed to be 100 
meters and 90°, respectively) are considered target buildings. Target buildings are then 
divided into three cases. If the target building is the same height as the building with 
the burning roof (or shorter by some small tolerance), then the roof of the target 64 
 
building is considered a target. If the target building is taller than the building with the 
burning roof, then the roof of the target building is considered a target, and the 
windows that are in the nearest building wall and are within the height of the roof 
flame are considered targets. If the target building is shorter than the building with the 
burning roof, the effect of roof flame radiation on it is not considered. Windows and 
roofs are considered to be vertically  and horizontally oriented targets, respectively. 
The configuration factors for a tilted cylindrical flame (the roof flame in this case), for 
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(35) 
where  
  a= HR /RR,   (36) 
  b= LR /RR,  (37) 
  A = a
2 + (b+1)
2 −2a(b+1)sinθR,   (38) 
  B = a
2 + (b−1)
2 −2a(b−1)sinθR,   (39) 
  C =1+ (b
2 −1)
2cos
2θR,   (40) 
 
HR is the height of the pool fire, LR is the distance between the center of the pool fire 
and the target, and RR is the pool fire radius. If the target is at the same height as either 
the base or tip of the roof flame, one cylinder can be used to calculate the 
configuration factors. Otherwise, the flame is divided into two cylinders (Figure 14), 
one below the height of the target and one above, and their contributions are summed 
(Beyler 2002). 65 
 
 
Figure 14.  Using two cylinders to calculate the configuration factor (Reproduced with 
permission from the SFPE Handbook of Fire Protection Engineering.  Copyright 2002, 
Society of Fire Protection Engineers) 
 
Finally, the radiation intensity received at the target element is given by  
  " q EFτ = & ,   (41) 
where F is FV or FH, depending on whether the target is vertically  or horizontally 
oriented, and τ is the atmospheric transmissivity, used to correct for absorption of 
radiation by the atmosphere. Like in Beyler (2002), τ was assumed to be 1. 
 
3.8.  Spread from one building to another due to branding 
Branding or spotting is another important mechanism of building to building 
fire spread in post earthquake fires. Firebrands, which are embers or small pieces of 
fuel, are entrained into the atmosphere, may be carried by winds over large distances, 
and when they land, may ignite the fuel bed at the landing site resulting in fire spread 
to an area far from the original fire. Branding can be divided into three main phases 
(Manzello, Shields, et al. 2008): (1) Generation of the firebrands from vegetation 
and/or structures; (2) transport through the atmosphere and brand combustion; and (3) 
possible ignition of new fires. Most research has focused on the transport phase, with 66 
 
some limited experimental study into generation and possible new fire ignition. Each 
phase is described in turn. 
Research has also focused more on wildland fires than urban fires. While some 
lessons and models are transferable, there are important differences. The vegetation 
generated brands in wildland fires tend to be spherical or cylindrical, coming from 
twigs, bark, leaves, cones, and needles; whereas structure generated brands more 
common in urban post earthquake fires tend to be disk shaped, resulting from thin, flat 
roof shingles and building contents. Disk shaped brands are lofted more easily than 
spherical and cylindrical brands and have a much smaller terminal velocity leading to 
a greater potential for spot fire propagation (Woycheese 2001).  
 
3.8.1.  Brand generation 
The goal of research into the generation phase is to determine how many 
brands will be released and when, and the size and mass distribution of the brands 
released. Some experimental studies have been conducted in which a real scale object 
is burned, some or all of the resulting brands are collected in wet trays, and the brands 
are then dried and examined (e.g., Figure 15). Waterman (1969); Yoshioka et al. 
(2004); Manzello et al. (2007); and Manzello, Maranghides, et al. (2008) have 
conducted such studies for roof assemblies, a fire preventive wood house, and trees, 
respectively. Yoshioka et al. (2004) suggests that almost all brands are released during 




Figure 15.  Schematic of Waterman’s experiments (Waterman 1969, reprinted with 
permission from Alion Science and Technology) 
 
3.8.2.  Brand transport 
The transport phase of branding is a complex problem due to the time 
dependent wind velocity field, the time dependent fire plume velocity field, brand size 
and shape distributions, highly variable brand combustion rates, and terrain effects 
(Woycheese et al. 1999). Many brand transport models have been developed, focusing 
on determining brand propagation distances, and sometimes on the distributions of 
final brand size and burning status (glowing, flaming, neither) as functions of heat 
release rate, wind velocity, air and brand properties (e.g., shape, density, size). They 
include Tarifa et al. (1965); Lee et al. (1970); Albini (1983); Tse and Fernandez Pello 
(1998); Woycheese et al. (1998, 1999); Himoto and Tanaka (2005); Huang et al. 




in detail and assumptions, the models typically combine three main submodels that 
describe the (1) fluid motion, (2) brand motion, and in some cases, (3) temporal mass 
change of the brands, respectively. The boundary layer of the atmosphere through 
which the brand is transported is a combination of the fire plume and wind velocity 
fields, and has been modeled in 2D or 3D using plume and wind models (e.g., 
Woycheese et al. 1999) and computational fluid dynamics simulations (e.g., Huang et 
al. 2004). Brand motion is typically determined using conservation of brand 
momentum equations, assuming two forces act on the brand—gravity and drag, which 
depends on the fluid motion. Some studies include a model of how the brand combusts 
and loses mass over time while being transported. This can affect the trajectory of the 
brand and the final mass when it lands, thus influencing its ability to ignite the fuel 
bed. In fact, a brand may completely combust in the air posing no spotting risk. Brand 
combustion has been addressed using a burning spherical liquid fuel droplet model 
with the brand diameter following a regression rate (Woycheese et al. 1999) and using 
a more complex model of pyrolysis (Sardoy et al. 2007). Woycheese (2001) offers 
experimental data on the combustion of wood disk shaped brands. 
Himoto and Tanaka (2005) develop results from a numerical simulation of the 
scattering of disk shaped brands in a 3D turbulent boundary layer, ignoring the effect 
of brand combustion. Unlike other studies, they then fit a probabilistic model to the 
numerical model results, assuming a lognormal distribution of brand propagation in 
the downwind direction and normal distribution in the crosswind direction (Figure 16). 
This probabilistic model is the one used in the current study because the ease of 
applying it is appropriate given the larger context of the research. Nevertheless, the 
other transport model studies offer some useful general conclusions, such as lighter 
brands tend to travel farther in the downwind direction and scatter more in the 
crosswind directions (Huang et al. 2004); at higher wind velocities, brands travel 69 
 
farther downwind but scatter less in the crosswind direction (Huang et al. 2004); disk 
shaped embers impact the ground still burning three times as far as cylinders and 10 
times as far as spheres of equal initial mass (Anthenien et al. 2006); and burning 
ember propagation distance varies nearly linearly with wind speed (Anthenien et al. 
2006). 
 
Figure 16.  Himoto and Tanaka’s probabilistic brand transport model (Reprinted from 
Fire Safety J, 43, Himoto, K., and Tanaka, T., Development and validation of a 
physics based urban fire spread model, 433 – 444, Copyright (2008), with permission 
from Elsevier) 
 
3.8.3.  Brand ignition of new fires 
Three primary mechanisms by which brands ignite structures have been 
identified: brands land on pine needles in gutters, get blown into attics where they 
ignite room contents, and are trapped in small crevices in the structure (e.g., shingle 
overlap) (Manzello et al. 2006b). Experimental work in this area has been conducted 
by Waterman and Takata 1969; Dowling 1994; Ellis 2000; and Manzello et al. (2006a, 
b) to investigate the effect of various parameters on the probability of ignition upon 70 
 
brand deposition. The parameters investigated include brand size, number of brands, 
brand status (glowing or flaming), air flow velocity, moisture content of fuel bed, and 
fuel bed type (pine needles, shredded paper, cedar shingle crevices for the case of 
structure ignition; and mulch and cut grass for landscaped areas and vegetation around 
buildings).  
 
3.8.4.  Branding in new spread model 
In the present study, the method of modeling brands is as follows. First, based 
on Yoshioka et al. (2004), it was assumed that brands are released at a constant rate 
and only during the fully developed phase. Empirical data, primarily from Waterman 
(1969), was used to estimate the total number of brands generated by size, as a 
function of wind speed and roof area. The roof section experimental data from 
Waterman (1969) was used because it is the best available data related to building 
generated brands (as opposed to vegetation generated brands). Specifically, using 
Waterman (1969) data for the experiments with a 91 ft
2 roof section with a 45° roof 
pitch, 1 in. lumber sheathing, and 235 lb. asphalt shingles, and different applied wind 
pressures, the following relationship was developed between number of brands 
released per m
2, N, and wind speed (m/s) u, with an R
2=0.98 (Figure 17): 
  N =  306.77e 
(0.1879*u)   (42) 
To develop this relation, wind pressures were translated into wind speeds using data 




Figure 17.  Relationship between number of brands generated per sq m of roof area 
and wind speed, using Waterman (1969) experimental data 
 
Based on the Waterman (1969) and other data, three brand sizes—fine, 
medium, and coarse—were defined. Using the median values across all of the 39 
Waterman (1969) roof section experiments, the distribution of brands among those 
size categories was estimated (Table 11). The total number of brands generated by a 
building fire, N*(roof area), can then be divided among the three size categories in the 
model. Dividing by the duration of the fully developed phase for the fire of interest 
gives the number of brands generated by that fire per time step, by size. 
 
Table 11.  Brand information by size category 




















Fine  0.13 to 1.29  0.25 to 0.76  50 to 200  71%  0 
Medium  1.29 to 6.45  0.76 to 1.02  50 to 200  27%  0.005 
Coarse  6.45 to 58.06  1.02 to 1.78  50 to 200  2%  0.020 































Second, due to its ease of implementation, the model employs the Himoto and 
Tanaka (2005) probabilistic model to estimate the transport of each brand, with a 
slightly modified implementation process. For each brand released at time t, the brand 
thickness dp and brand density ρP are sampled from uniform distributions, based on 
the brand’s size category (Table 11). The probability density functions, pX and pY, 
describing its deposition location are then calculated, where X and Y are the distances 
from the centroid of the fire in the downwind and crosswind directions, respectively 
(Figure 16). As in Himoto and Tanaka (2008),  
  pX~LN , , ( , ) L x L x   σ    (43) 
and  
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where  , L x    and  , L x σ  are the mean and standard deviation of the natural log of the 
downwind transport distance X, respectively; DR is the square root of the fire (roof) 
area;  ' B  is a dimensionless parameter; u is the wind speed (m/s); Q &  is the fire’s heat 
release rate (kW); cP is the heat capacity of gas (kJ/kgK); g is the acceleration due to 
gravity (m/s
2); ρ0 and Ta are the density (kg/m
3) and temperature (K) of air. Based on 
item data in Karlsson and Quintiere (2000), estimates in Woycheese et al. (1999) and 
Bryant and Mulholland (2008), and estimates from J. Floyd (Hughes Associates, Inc., 
personal communication), Q &  is estimated to be 1500*(fire area) kW. 
As an example from the base case analysis (Section 5.2), Figure 18 shows the 
spread of all medium and coarse brands generated from the highlighted building.  
Figure 19 shows the histograms of brand propagation for the same highlighted 73 
 
building in the crosswind and downwind directions. The distribution of brands in the 
downwind direction is lognormal while that in the crosswind is normal. 
 
 




Figure 19. Histograms of all medium and coarse brand travel distance in the (a) 
crosswind and (b) downwind directions for one example building in the base case 
analysis 
 
Third, for each brand, the model checks if its deposition location is on the 
footprint of another building, simplifying the building footprint in this step as a circle 
with the same centroid and area as the true footprint. Without knowing the exact host 
material or if the brand is glowing or flaming, if a brand lands on another building, we 
assume brand size dependent ignition probabilities, based approximately on data from 74 
 
Waterman and Takata (1969), Ohmiya and Iwami (2000) and others (Table 11). As an 
example, Ohmiya and Iwami (2000) reported that in an area where fire brands greater 
than 1 cm (0.39 in) were flying, there was only one possibility of a new ignition due to 
the brand.  Note that to save computation, the deposition locations of fine brands are 
not calculated since the probability they will ignite a new fire is assumed to be zero. 
 
3.9.  Summary 
  In developing this new model, the primary modes of post earthquake urban fire 
spread were identified, individual modules were developed to represent each, and they 
were combined in a simulation. The key modules are: (1) evolution of fire within a 
room or roof; (2) room to room spread within a building through doorways to adjacent 
rooms, by burn through to adjacent rooms or a room or roof above, or by leapfrogging 
through windows to a room above; and (3) building to building spread by flame 
impingement and radiation from window flames, radiation from room gas, radiation 
from roof flames, and branding. Models available from the compartment fire literature 
were adapted for use in the individual modules. 





4.1.  Introduction 
This chapter describes two new geographic information systems (GIS) 
algorithms developed to enable creation of the new post earthquake fire spread model. 
The first algorithm partitions building footprints into reasonable estimations of room 
areas. The second identifies, for each external building wall, its facing wall, i.e., the 
closest external wall of a neighboring building that is within a line of sight and 
therefore is likely to be the primary target of radiation from a fire in the original 
building. These algorithms, which were developed in Manifold 8.0 using Visual Basic 
Scripting language, were critical in enabling implementation of the new approach to 
post earthquake fire spread modeling described in this thesis. The room partitioning 
method allows automated estimation of reasonable room configurations so that room 
based fire spread models can be employed while the method can still be applied to a 
large urban region. The facing wall method facilitates rigorous calculation of 
configuration factors, which determine how much of the radiation emitted from a 
building fire is received by neighboring buildings. Section 4.2 provides background on 
the use of GIS in fire spread modeling. Section 4.3 and 4.4 describe the room division 
and facing wall algorithms in turn, and the performance of the algorithms are 
evaluated in Section 4.5. 
 
4.2.  Use of GIS in fire spread modeling 
Many fire spread models using GIS have been developed and are in use 
currently, but the vast majority relate to the spread of forest (also known as wildland) 76 
 
fires (Lee and Davidson 2006). The basic physical laws governing fire spread are, of 
course, the same for different types of fires, and forest and post earthquake fires are 
similar in their regional scale (as opposed to compartment fires, for example, which 
are confined to one or a few rooms within a building). Nevertheless, there are some 
important differences between forest and post earthquake fires in the relative 
importance of different issues, and importantly, in the type and arrangement of fuel. 
The fuel in forest fires is trees and other vegetation. In post earthquake fires, which 
spread through urban areas, it is mostly buildings and their contents. Urban areas are 
made of a heterogeneous mix of building types, separated by roads, parks, and other 
features. From a GIS perspective, the consequence of this difference is that forest fire 
simulation models have been predominantly raster based, whereas post earthquake 
fire models are often vector based. 
Many available forest fire models use a cellular automata based simulation 
technique, which lends itself to a raster based representation (e.g., Clarke et al. 1994, 
Ntaimo et al. 2004, Muzy et al. 2005). Some forest fire simulation models use an 
elliptical wave propagation technique (e.g., Wallace 1993, Finney 1997), in which the 
fire front is defined by a set of points, each of which is treated as an independent 
source of a small elliptical wave. Those models typically use a mix of raster  and 
vector based representations. In the FIRE! model, for example, the fire perimeters are 
treated as continuous vectors, but rasters are still used to represent the underlying 
landscape (Green et al. 1995). By contrast, if a vector based approach is used for post 
earthquake fire spread through an urban area, each building can be considered a 
separate vector based object and the true building footprints and relative orientations, 
which are important factors in fire spread, can be represented more accurately. 
   A couple of the newer physics based models use cellular automata with 3m by 
3m grid cells (Cousins et al. 2002, Ohgai et al. 2004), but some (e.g., Iwami et al. 77 
 
2004, Himoto and Tanaka 2008) use a vector based approach in which each building 
is a vector object (Section 2.4). While cellular automata is a reasonable approach that 
can simplify analysis, it does not allow direct implementation of compartment fire 
models since individual compartments are not represented. Two simplifications are 
common among vector based physics based models. First, they often either simplify 
building geometries, assuming they are simple, sometimes equally sized rectangles or 
treating an entire building or floor as a single compartment. Second, they treat flames 
and hot gases emitted from a room window as a point source that emits radiation, 
vastly simplifying the calculation of the configuration factors that determine what 
percentage of emitted radiation is received by neighboring buildings. The new post 
earthquake fire spread model introduced in this thesis uses the GIS algorithms in this 
chapter to avoid those simplifications. 
 
4.3.  Partition buildings into rooms 
4.3.1.  Objectives 
The goal of this algorithm is to estimate a reasonable configuration of rooms 
within a given building footprint, so that room based spread models from the 
compartment fire literature can be adapted for use in post earthquake fire spread 
modeling. Specifically, the method takes as input buildings digitized from remote 
sensing data, a user specified typical room wall length, and a user specified minimum 
allowable room area. The algorithm divides each building area into room areas and 
produces an associated data table that includes, for each new room, the ID and other 
inherited attributes of the building the room is a part of, the coordinates of the room’s 
centroid, the room area, and longest wall length. 
The process had to be entirely automated because it has to be applied to large 
regions containing thousands of buildings, and because it has to be repeated multiple 78 
 
times to allow investigation of the effect of varying the typical room dimension and 
resulting room configuration on fire spread. The algorithm was developed so as to 
ensure that rooms have realistic sizes and shapes. It assumes that room walls intersect 
at right angles, and that rooms are square, except at the edges of the building, where 
non rectangular building footprints lead to non rectangular room shapes. Further, it 
ensures that most rooms have a user specified room wall length (and none have room 
walls shorter than that), and that no rooms are smaller than a minimum user specified 
area. 
 
4.3.2.  Algorithm 
The task of dividing building areas into room areas includes two subtasks. 
First, a local grid is created for each building area and is used to partition the building 
area into smaller room areas. Second, each room with less than a user defined 
minimum allowable area (known as sliver areas) is merged into the neighboring room 
area with which it shares the longest boundary. It was thought to be potentially 
important to remove sliver areas for a couple reasons. Room dimensions are used in 
estimating the evolution of a fire within a room and long, narrow sliver areas can lead 
to strange results. Since the sliver areas also tend to occur on the edge of the building 
footprints (Figure 21a), they also create more internal, windowless rooms than may be 
accurate. While in reality buildings may have some odd shaped or unusually small 
rooms, without the second subtask, it was thought that too many of these sliver areas 
were being created.  
 
4.3.2.1. Partitioning of building areas into room areas (Subtask 1) 
First, the building footprint (Figure 20a) is enclosed by a rectangle (Figure 
20b). The boundary line around this rectangle is created (Figure 20c) and then 79 
 
exploded so that each side of the enclosing rectangle is a separate line (Figure 20d). 
Points are then created along each rectangle side (Figure 20e). Starting at one corner 
and moving along a rectangle side, a point is placed at a distance rroom from the corner, 
where rroom is the user specified typical room wall length (assumed to be 5 m in the 
case study, Section 5.2). Continuing along the rectangle side, another point is placed at 
a distance rroom, and the process is repeated, stopping when the next point would leave 
a remaining length less than rroom. While most rooms will have dimensions rroom by 
rroom, therefore, if a side of the enclosing rectangle is not an even multiple of rroom, 
some rooms will have a wall length between rroom and 2rroom. The process is repeated 
for the other three sides of the enclosing rectangle, making sure that the points on 
opposite sides line up properly to make a rectangular grid. Lines connecting points 
located on opposite sides of the enclosing rectangle are drawn to create a grid over the 
building footprint (Figure 20f). This grid is then used to divide the building area into 
smaller room areas (Figure 20g) using a split function. Note that if desired, the 





Figure 20.  Algorithm to partition building areas into room areas (Subtask 1) 
 
 
a.  Building area b.  Enclosing rectangle c.  Boundaries d.  Explode
e.  Point creation f.  Grid line creation g.  Divide rooms80 
 
4.3.2.2. Merging sliver areas into larger rooms (Subtask 2) 
First, room areas that are less than the user specified minimum area are 
selected (taken to be 7 m
2 in the base case, Section 5.2). These areas are called slivers 
(Figure 21a). In the drawing’s table, a new column called AreaID is created and used 
to store the ID value of each object (Figure 21b). Then, boundaries for all room areas 
are created (Figure 21c) and exploded so that each side of the room boundary is a 
separate line (Figure 21d). For each sliver area, all lines that are touching the selected 
sliver area and do not have an AreaID value equal to the AreaID of the sliver area are 
selected (Figure 21e). From that selection, the longest line is then identified (Figure 
21f) and its AreaID is entered into the AreaID field of the sliver area (Figure 21g). 
Lastly, all areas are dissolved and normalized based on the field AreaID (Figure 21h). 
Requiring that each sliver is merged into the neighboring area with which it shares the 
longest boundary helps ensure that the final rooms have regular shapes. 
 
 
Figure 21.  Algorithm to merge sliver areas into larger rooms (Subtask 2) 
 
 
a. Sliver areas c. Boundaries d. Explode b. Insert column with ID
e.  Lines touching sliver f.  Longest line h. Dissolve areas g.  Insert ID to dissolve
h.  Dissolve and 
normalize areas 81 
 
4.4.  Determination of facing building wall for each external building wall 
4.4.1.  Objectives 
The goal of this algorithm is to find the facing wall associated with each 
external wall of a building. The facing wall is defined to be the nearest wall of another 
building such that a line of sight exists between its midpoint and the midpoint of the 
building wall of interest. Specifically, the input for this method is a drawing of the 
exploded building footprints (i.e., building walls). After the algorithm is run, for each 
building wall, its facing wall ID is found and stored as a new field. The algorithm was 
developed assuming that each external building wall has just one associated facing 
wall (although this assumption could be relaxed with minor modifications). Like the 
room partitioning algorithm, the process had to be entirely automated so that it can be 
applied to large region containing of thousands of buildings. 
 
4.4.2.  Algorithm 
For each Building Wall A, all building walls within a user specified threshold 
distance are identified (taken to be 35 m in the case study), and the associated 
buildings are selected for further analysis (Figure 22b). This step ensures that in the 
remaining steps, building walls that are too far away to be affected by radiation 
emitted from a fire at Building Wall A (and therefore that are not good candidates to 
be its facing wall) are not considered, avoiding useless computation. Next, in the 
drawing’s table, the column facingNeighborWalls is added and filled with zeros 
(Figure 22c). A line is then drawn from the midpoint of Building Wall A to the 
midpoint of every other building wall and checked to see if it intersects any building 
areas (Figure 22d). If there is no intersection, that indicates that there is a clear line of 
vision between the two walls and the neighboring building wall is still a candidate 
facing wall (Figure 22e). The distances of the lines connecting all remaining candidate 82 
 
walls to Building Wall A are then compared, the one that is closest to Building Wall A 
is selected as its facing wall (Figure 22f and Figure 22g), and its ID is stored in the 
facingNeighborWalls column (Figure 22h). After running this algorithm for all 
building walls within the subarea, each wall’s facing wall has been identified (Figure 
22i). Building walls with a zero entry in the facingNeighborWalls column after the 
algorithm is run do not have a facing wall within the threshold distance that gives a 
clear line of vision. Note that A being the facing wall of B does not necessarily mean 
that B is the facing wall of A. One could modify the algorithm to allow for multiple 




























Figure 22.  Algorithm to determine facing building wall for each external building 
wall 
 
4.5.  Evaluation of algorithm performance  
4.5.1.  Case study area description 
The two new algorithms were applied to a case study area in Los Angeles 
(Figure 23) to demonstrate how they work and assess their performance, and so that 
the results could be used for a case study analysis with the new post earthquake fire 
spread model (Chapter 5). The case study area is a 7 km
2 rectangle bounded by 
34°10.31’N and 34°11.48’N latitude and 118°31.33’W and 118°32.79’W longitude 
 
a.  Threshold area b.  Threshold area 
selection
c.  Insert column
 
d.  Line intersects with 
building area
e.  Walls with clear line 
of sight f.  Select shortest line
 
g.  Delete other lines h.  Store ID in column
i.  Shortest facing building 
wall pairs for subarea84 
 
that includes 4,108 buildings (Figure 23). The area was selected because it includes a 
mix of residential, commercial, and industrial buildings, parks, major highways, and 
different street configurations. The digitized building footprint and other building 
attributes were obtained for each building from Imagecat, Inc., which developed the 
data using high resolution DigitalGlobe Quickbird satellite imagery, supplemented by 
local and expert opinion and tax assessor’s data. The database includes the following 
building attributes: (1) structural type (e.g., wood, steel, masonry, concrete); (2) 
occupancy type (e.g., single family housing, school, government, light manufacturing, 
church, mobile home); (3) cladding type (e.g., stucco, glass and concrete, masonry); 
(4) building height (ft); (5) number of stories; and (6) percentage of external building 
wall area covered by windows (0% 50% or 50% 100%). 
 
 
Figure 23.  Case study area of approximately 4,000 buildings 
 
4.5.2.  Algorithm performance 
Examining the results for the entire case study area, 98.5% of the 4,108 
buildings are divided into regular rectangles with walls roughly parallel to the 85 
 
building’s external walls, as desired (Figure 24a). A small number of building 
footprints (1.5%), are divided so as to produce room walls that are not roughly parallel 
to the building walls (Figure 24b). Since the room configurations are only estimations 
and one would not expect all buildings to have exactly regular room layouts, these 




Figure 24.  Sample case study results of room partitioning algorithm showing (a) 
predominant regularly oriented rooms, and (b) rooms oriented at an angle to building 
walls. 
 
To evaluate the speed of the algorithms, they were run for the entire case study 
area, as well as subsets of different sizes using an Intel (R) Core (TM) 2 Duo CPU at 
2.66 GHz with 3.23 GB RAM (Table 12). The results of these runs suggest that the 
relationship between the number of buildings and the runtime for the room division 
algorithm is linear (Figure 25a), whereas the relationship between the number of 
buildings and the merging slivers and facing wall algorithms are nonlinear (Figure 
25b).  The relationships between room length and the runtimes for the room division 
and merging slivers algorithms are nonlinear.  As expected, the room length has no 
effect on the facing wall algorithm runtime.  As the number of slivers found increases, 
the merging slivers algorithm dominates the total runtime (Table 12).  At a small 
number of slivers, the facing wall algorithm dominates.  The room division algorithm 
is relatively fast. 
 
     (a)  (b) 86 
 




























100  3  273  1471  0:0:23  1:16:34  0:28:11  1:45:08 
100  5  25  552  0:0:16  0:02:15  0:27:53  0:30:24 
100  7  9  282  0:0:14  0:00:27  0:27:50  0:28:31 
100  9  1  135  0:0:13  0:00:03  0:28:14  0:28:30 
250  5  58  1911  0:0:58  0:18:59  0:39:26  0:59:23 
500  5  89  3373  0:1:52  0:49:15  0:58:26  1:49:33 
2500  5  192  7525  0:2:49  3:51:15  1:35:58  5:30:02 
4000  5  634  20802  0:7:11  37:28:51  3:26:43  41:02:45 
* Minimum room area used to define a sliver was 7 m
2 for all runs. Threshold distance 





Figure 25.  Relationships between algorithm runtimes and number of buildings for (a) 



















































4.6.  Conclusion 
This chapter describes two newly developed GIS algorithms. The first 
algorithm partitions building footprints into reasonable estimations of room areas. The 
second identifies, for each external building wall, the facing wall, i.e., the closest 
external wall of a neighboring building that is within a line of sight and therefore is 
likely to be the primary target of radiation from a fire in the original building. These 
two algorithms helped make possible development of a new simulation model of post 
earthquake fire spread. The algorithms provide reliable results and computational 
speed sufficiently fast to allow application to a large urban region. The algorithms 
could be used directly or adapted for other applications in which it would be useful to 
have an estimate of room configurations within buildings or identification of facing 




CASE STUDY MODEL APPLICATION 
5.1.  Introduction 
A case study analysis was conducted for a region in Los Angeles, California 
to: (1) demonstrate how the new post earthquake fire spread model works and that the 
required input are available, (2) illustrate what model results look like, (3) examine the 
sensitivity of results to key parameters, and (4) provide preliminary model validation. 
The case study area, the same one used in the GIS algorithm study (Section 4.5.1), is a 
7 sq. km. rectangle bounded by 34°10.31’N and 34°11.48’N latitude and 118°31.33’W 
and 118°32.79’W longitude that includes 4,108 buildings (Figure 23). This entire case 
study, of 4,108 buildings, was run with the probabilistic ignition and wind models.  To 
facilitate understanding of the model results and computational time and power to run 
studies on the entire case study area, however, an area of 600 buildings were selected 
for a base case analysis from within this larger region (Figure 26).  For this base case 
analysis, the deterministic mode of the ignition and wind models were used. 
This chapter describes the four parts of the case study in turn, a (1) 600 
building base case analysis, (2) sensitivity analysis, and (3) comparison with the 
Hamada model. In the base case (Section 5.2), detailed results are presented and 
interpreted, including an analysis of the number of simulations required to achieve 
convergence, time progressions of buildings burned and room temperature, and 
distributions of modes of room to room and building to building fire spread. In the 
sensitivity analysis (Section 5.3), several model parameters were varied to examine 
their effects on the extent, rate, and character of fire spread (Table 14). Finally, in 89 
 
Section 5.4, the model is compared to the Hamada model that has been the most 
widely used post earthquake fire spread model.  
 
 
Figure 26.  Map of the base case study area of approximately 600 buildings 
 
5.2.  Base case analysis 
5.3.1.  Input data  
The area was selected because it includes a mix of residential, commercial, and 
industrial buildings, parks, major highways, and different street configurations. The 
digitized building footprint and other building attributes were obtained for each 
building from Imagecat, Inc., which developed the data using high resolution 
DigitalGlobe Quickbird satellite imagery, supplemented by local and expert opinion 
and tax assessor’s data. The input data includes the following building attributes: (1) 
occupancy type (e.g., single family housing, school, government, light manufacturing, 90 
 
church, mobile home); (2) building height (ft); (3) number of stories; and (4) 
percentage of external building wall area covered by windows (0 50% or 50% 100%). 
Although the structural type (e.g., wood, steel, masonry, concrete) and cladding type 
(e.g., stucco, glass and concrete, masonry) of each building are available, these 
attributes are not currently used in the program.   A full list of attributes and their 
values for this dataset is in Appendix A. 
The spread model considers three building fire resistance types (Section 3.6) 
that determine the fire resistance ratings (FRR), i.e., mean time to burn through (Table 
9): fire resistive, protected, and unprotected. Since there is variability in building fire 
resistance type within each occupancy type, based on building permit data for the City 
of Los Angeles from 1997 2007, each occupancy type was assigned one of five 
categories: A (all fire resistive), B (25% fire resistive, 75% protected), C (75% 
protected, 25% unprotected), D (25% protected, 75% unprotected), and E (all 
unprotected). For example, hospitals are A, multi family buildings with 3+ units are C, 
and single family buildings are E. In the spread model, each building was then 
randomly assigned to be fire resistive, protected, or unprotected, based on its 
occupancy type and the definitions of categories A to E. 
The 600 building base case study area (Figure 26) includes buildings that are 
commercial, government, industrial, single family, and multi family (Figure 27); one 
to five stories (Figure 28); 245 sq. ft. to 57,300 sq. ft. in area (Figure 29); and in all 
fire resistive rating categories of A, B, C, D, and E (Figure 30). Fire load data for each 
occupancy type ( 
Table 13) was obtained from Thomas (1986), converting from MJ to kg using 
a calorific value of 20 MJ/kg for wood. The fire load densities for roofs are sampled 




Figure 27.  Occupancy types for base case study area 
 
 
Figure 28.  Number of stories for the base case study area 
 
 
Figure 29.  Area of buildings for the base case study area 
 
 






Table 13. Fuel load densities by occupancy type (Source: Thomas 1986) 
Occupancy type  Distribution
a 
All residential rooms  N(16, 4.4) 
Hospital (patient’s room)  N(5.4, 1.65) 
Govt building, all rooms  N(27.75, 31.25) 
Private office, all rooms  N(29, 26.75) 
Department store  46.75 
General Warehouse  113.5 
School (1 occupied room)  U(31.75, 177) 
a  N( , σ) is a normal distribution with mean   and standard deviation σ. U(a, b) is a 
uniform distribution from a to b. 
 
Five ignition locations with different ignition times were arbitrarily chosen, all 
on the first floor (Figure 31). Three ignitions occur immediately following the 
earthquake. The other two ignitions occur at 60 and 90 seconds after that. The wind is 
assumed to be a constant 7 m/s (15.7 mph) for the duration of the analysis, blowing 
from 20° east of due North (Figure 31). 
 
 
Figure 31.  Ignition locations and times (seconds post earthquake) for base case study 
area 
 
5.3.2.  Base case analysis results 
With a time step of 4 minutes, 50 iterations of the simulation were run until the 
simulation time reached 12 hours after the occurrence of the earthquake. For all runs, 93 
 
by 12 hours post earthquake, the fire spread had essentially stopped.  As a reasonable 
tradeoff between convergence (Figure 32) and computation, 50 simulations iterations 
were run for the base case analysis. All runs in the base case, sensitivity, and Hamada 
comparison analyses were done for 50 simulations.   
 
 
Figure 32.  Total area burned versus number of simulations for the base case 
 
The first model output one might examine, to get an idea of the overall extent 
and rate of fire spread, is a graph showing the total area burned vs. time since the 
earthquake (Figure 33). In the base case analysis, this graph shows that the total area 
burned increases sharply during the first four hours and then plateaus after that (Figure 
33).   
The variability in the metric of total area burned for each simulation is shown 
in both the chart in Figure 33 and histogram in Figure 34.  Given all the uncertainty 
represented in the model and the highly stochastic nature of post earthquake fires in 
general, the high degree of variability was expected.  This large variability has 94 
 
important planning implications since it is unlikely that more than a few significant 
events will occur in a reasonable planning horizon of 50 years.  The histogram in 
Figure 34 is bimodal where there is a lower cluster of results between 30,000 and 
130,00 m
2 and a second higher cluster of results between 150,000 and 190,000 m
2.  
When the fire is unable to cross the E W firebreak (Oxnard Street), the results for that 
simulation fall in the lower cluster of results (Figure 35a),  In the higher cluster, fires 
that are spread past the firebreaks does so by branding where brands land on the roofs 
of the buildings within the dashed oval in Figure 35b. 
 
 
Figure 33.  Total area burned versus time since the occurrence of an earthquake for 50 
simulations, with mean and 90% confidence interval on the mean over those 50 








Figure 35.  The final percentage of building area burned for a simulation iteration in 
the (a) lower bimodal cluster and (b) higher bimodal cluster, for the base case 
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To understand why the fire typically essentially stops spreading after four 
hours even though there is no active suppression represented in the model, one can 
examine the series of maps that display the spatial progression of fire spread (e.g., 
Figure 36 shows a series for one of the 50 simulations which resulted in a total 
building area burned of 90,486 m
2). With the wind blowing from 20° east of North, at 
the fourth hour after the earthquake, the fires which originated most North has spread 
downwind to the edge of a large East to West fire break (Oxnard Street and train 
tracks), making it difficult for the fire to cross.  The two fires points below this fire 
break mostly spreads within the large building complex and minimally to neighboring 
buildings.  The combination of the three northernmost fires not being able to cross the 
fire break and the southernmost fires not spreading to neighboring buildings causes the 
plateau in Figure 33 after four hours.  If one wanted to examine the fire spread 
spatially within as well as across buildings, one could look at a series of maps showing 





Figure 36.  Progression of the percentage of building area burned in the base case for 





Figure 37.  Progression of the room temperatures (on the first floor) for a subset of the 
base case for one typical simulation 
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In addition to examining the extent and rate of spread of fire throughout a 
region, the model results can be used to investigate how fire spreads by examining the 
various modes of spread that occur. Considering ignition of each room or roof to be an 
instance of fire spread, in the base case analysis and averaged over 50 simulations, 
76% of the instances are attributed to room to room spread within one building due to 
flames leapfrogging to the room or roof above, fire burning through interior walls or 
ceilings, and fire moving through open doors. The remaining 24% of instances are 
building to building spread, in which a room or roof ignites due to radiation, flame 
impingement, or branding from another building. Further disaggregating the results 
among the three modes of room to room spread shows that fire spreading through 
open doors is most common in the base case analysis, occurring on average (across the 
50 simulations) 83% of the time, followed by burn through (14%), then leapfrogging 
(3%) (Figure 38a). This distribution makes sense given that spread through open doors 
is assumed to be more probable and to occur immediately, whereas burn through and 
leapfrogging include an ignition time delay. If spread by both open door and burn 
through were to be possible, for example, open door would occur first and therefore, 
the instance of fire spread would be recorded as occurring by open door. A similar 
breakdown for building to building spread shows the dominant mode in that case is 
branding (67%), with a wind speed of 7 m/s (Figure 38b).  At a substantial wind speed 
of 7 m/s, branding will be largest since brands will travel farther due to the high wind 
speed and flame impingement will be smallest because that mode requires a closer 




Figure 38.  Distributions of the modes of (a) room to room and (b) building to 
building fire spread, averaged over 50 simulations 
 
5.4.  Sensitivity analyses 
In the sensitivity analysis, model parameters were varied one at a time (keeping 
everything else the same), and in each case, the effect of the change on the model 
results was examined. Table 14 lists parameters that were varied for the sensitivity 
study. The first five, parameters which properly should influence fire spread, were 
examined to confirm that they do affect the model results as anticipated and to provide 
an initial indication of their relative importance. Parameters 6 to 14 in Table 14, which 
were thought to be potentially important and based on relatively limited input data, 
were examined to assess the robustness of the model results given the uncertainty in 
these parameters. For each parameter, the alternative values tested were chosen to 
approximately represent the range of what was considered reasonable. The results for 
the (1) number and locations of ignitions, (2) wind speed and direction, (3) building 
density and room slivers, (4) room length and size, (5) window parameters, (6) door 
open probability, (7) mean fire loads, (8) fully developed (or steady state) phase start 
and end, and (9) branding parameters are presented in turn in Sections 5.3.1 to 5.3.9, 
respectively.  101 
 
In this section, all figures depict results that are averaged over 50 simulations, 
except the maps, which show results for a single typical simulation. For each 
sensitivity study, an ANOVA test was conducted to determine if there is a statistically 
significant difference in the mean total area burned at time t = 12 hours across runs. 
For example, in the study of the number of ignitions, runs for 1, 5, and 10 ignitions 
were compared and the ANOVA tests the null hypothesis that the means are equal for 
all three runs. When the ANOVA showed a statistically significant difference at 
0.05 α = , two sample t tests with unequal variances were used to compare the means 
for pairs of runs (e.g., base case run with 5 ignitions vs. 1 ignition). Because multiple 
t tests were conducted with the same data, the Hochberg procedure, a modified 
Bonferroni correction, was used to correct the significance level (Olejnik et al. 1997). 
















Table 14.  Parameters for sensitivity studies 
  Parameter  Base case 
value  Alternate values 
1  Number of ignitions  5  1 and 10 
2  Ignition locations  Figure 43b  Figure 43a and c 
3 
Wind speed, constant during entire 
simulation (m/s)  7  0, 5, 10, 15 
4  Wind direction (degrees east of North)  20  110 
5  Density of buildings
a   0.27  0.30 and 0.34 
6  With slivers (areas < 7 m
2)  without slivers  with slivers 
7  Room wall length (m)  5  3 and 7 
8  Window height:width aspect ratio  1.5:1  1:1 and 1:1.5 
9 
Minimum window area required to have a 
window (% of wall)  2.5%  1.25% and 5% 
10  Probability that a door is open  0.5  0.4 and 0.6 
11  Mean of fire load densities (kg/m
2)   
Table 13 
Increase/decrease base 
case values by 20% 
12 
Fuel load percentages marking start end of 
fully developed phase  30% 80%  20% 90% and  
40% 70% 
13 
Brand host ignition probabilities given fine, 
medium, coarse brand sizes  0.0, 0.005, 0.02  0.0, 0.0025, 0.01 and  
0.001, 0.01, 0.04 
14  Heat release rate of burning roof for brand 
propagation (MW/m
2)  1.5  0.5 and 2.5 
a  Building density = (total building footprint area/area of rectangle enclosing all buildings) 
 
5.4.1.  Number and locations of ignitions 
From five ignitions in the base case, the number of ignitions are decreased to 
one and increased to ten (Figure 39). The one ignition in Figure 39a is one of the five 
ignitions in Figure 39b, which in turn are five of the ten ignitions in Figure 39c. The 
ignition points used for this sensitivity study were chosen arbitrarily, in such a way as 




Figure 39.  Ignition locations and times (secs) and final percentage of building burned 
with (a) 1, (b) 5 (base case), and (c) 10 ignitions, for one typical simulation. 
 
As expected, increasing the number of ignitions increased the total area burned 
(Figure 40). For one ignition, the total area burned remains relatively constant after 
two hours post earthquake indicating that the fire has stopped spreading then.   The 
fire originating from one ignition point stops when it reaches a large East West fire 
break (Oxnard Street and train tracks) because it is unlikely to cross it with the 
specified wind (Figure 39).  For the five ignition case (base case), the curve plateaus 
after the fourth hour.  As mentioned in Section 5.2.2, the fire stops spreading as a 
combination of the northern most fire is not able to cross the East West fire break and 
southern most fire primarily just spreading within the building complex (Figure 39).  104 
 
In the ten ignition case, the total area burned starts to even out eight hours after the 
earthquake. The additional ignition sources provided new areas that the fire can spread 
to, resulting in a larger burned area (Figure 39).  Based only on these three runs, the 
relationship between total area burned and number of ignitions is exponential (Figure 
41). The instances of fire spread increase exponentially as well, with 182, 758, and 
4,139 instances of room to room spread and with 120, 222, and 470 instances of 
building to building spread for 1, 5 and 10 ignitions, respectively (Figure 42). These 
results suggest that in this analysis, there is amplifying effect of having multiple 
simultaneous ignitions. In future research, one could explore whether these relations 
hold more generally, and if so, under what conditions. When fire department 
suppression is considered, for example, if resources are insufficient, multiple ignitions 
could certainly result in a larger burned area if they occurred at the same time than 
they would if they occurred individually. 
   
 
Figure 40.  Total area burned versus time for varying number of ignitions, averaged 








Figure 42.  Number of instances of fire spread for varying number of ignitions for (a) 
room to room and (b) building to building spread, averaged over 50 simulations . 
 
The effect of ignition locations was examined next. In the first alternative 
configuration (Figure 43a), the five ignition points are moved closer together when 
compared to the ignition locations in the base case (Figure 43b). In the second 
alternative configuration (Figure 43c), four ignition points were placed in multi family 
housing and one was placed in a commercial building. Figure 43 also shows the final 106 
 
percentage of building area burned for the different ignition location configurations for 
one simulation.  Figure 44 shows the total building area burned versus time for the 
three ignition location configurations. 
In general, key factors that were important in determining fire spread included 
the number and orientations of buildings downwind of the ignitions, the location of 
fire breaks and the occupancy type of the ignition locations.  The area burned 
increases as there are more buildings located downwind from ignition sources and 
more ignition sources.  Large fire breaks impeded the movement of fires.  Fires that 
originate in large building complexes tend to burn slower and mainly spread within the 
building instead of spreading to adjacent structures.  The number of ignitions is 
























Figure 43.  Ignition locations and final percentage of building burned for (a) 





Figure 44.  Total area burned versus time for varying ignition locations, averaged over 
50 simulations. 
 
5.3.1.  Wind speed and direction   
Keeping the wind speed at a constant 7 m/s for the duration of the simulation, 
the wind direction was changed from blowing from 20° east of North to 110° east of 
North (Figure 45). As expected, in each case, the spread is predominantly in the 
downwind direction from the ignition locations. More buildings are burned when the 
wind is blowing from 20° east of North because there are more buildings in that 
downwind direction. As a result the total area burned is larger for that wind direction 
than the base case (Figure 46). As discussed in reference to ignition locations (Section 
5.3.1), the number and orientations of buildings downwind of the ignitions is 
important in determining spread, and therefore, the wind direction is important 
because it helps determine which area is downwind.  Changing the wind direction was 




Figure 45.  Final percentage of building area burned for wind blowing from (a) 110° 




Figure 46.  Total area burned versus time for two wind directions, averaged over 50 
simulations. 
 
Next, keeping the wind direction constant and blowing from 20° east of North, 
the wind speed was varied from 0 m/s to 15 m/s (33.5 mph), in increments of 5 m/s. 110 
 
As the wind speed increases, the total building area burned increases as well (Figure 
47).  Based on these selected runs, the relationship between wind speed and total area 
burned is close to linear, with R
2 = 0.95 (Figure 48).  Figure 49, a box plot of the total 
building area burned for varying wind speeds, graphically show the summary of the 
five data sets.  The box, bounded by the 1
st and 3
rd quartiles, or square and circle 
markers, repectively, indicates the amount of variability for each wind speed. Figure 
49 shows that there is the most variability for the 10 m/s wind speed case.   In the case 
of the 0 m/s wind speed, the total area burned is substantially less than that in the other 
runs since there is no contribution from branding (Figure 50), showing that branding is 
an important mode of spread at high wind speeds. Figure 51 shows the spatial 
distribution of fire spread for the six wind speed cases.  The total building area burned 
is significant for all wind speeds. 
         
 





























Figure 50.  Number of instances of building to building fire spread by varying wind 



















Figure 51.  Final percentage of building burned for a wind speed of (a) 0 m/s, (b) 5 
m/s, (c) 7 m/s (base case), (d) 10 m/s, (e) 15 m/s, for one typical simulation. 114 
 
5.3.2.  Density of buildings 
Building density is defined as the total area of all building footprints divided 
by the area of a rectangle that just encompasses all the building footprints. In the base 
case, the density is 0.27 (Figure 52a). To study the rate of spread as it relates to 
density, the building footprints were moved closer together so that they fit into smaller 
enclosing rectangles, making the densities 0.30 (Figure 52a) and 0.34 (Figure 52b). 
The buildings were moved manually while keeping their orientations and relative 
positions as similar as possible. 
 
 
Figure 52.  Alternative building densities of (a) 0.27 (base case), (b) 0.30 and (c) 0.34.  
 
As the density of building increases, the total area burned increases as well, as 
expected (Figure 53).  Looking at a spatial distribution, fire spreads further and faster 115 
 
as density increases (Figure 53).  With shorter distances between buildings (larger 
density), the instances of flame impingement and radiation increase (Figure 55) 
because flame lengths that were too short in lower densities can now reach adjacent 
buildings and radiation fluxes that were small due to a small configuration factor in 
lower densities now have a larger radiation flux to boost the combined radiation flux 
received by a target over the threshold flux value.  As these two modes increase and 
fire spreads quickly to roofs, brands and radiation fluxes emitted from these roofs 
ignite roofs downwind.  As more and more roofs ignite, the total building area burned 
will increase dramatically because the area of a roof is the same as that of a building 
footprint.  Additionally, when fire spreads quickly, it is more likely that the influence 
of the fires will combine, increasing the total area burned as well. This analysis 
reinforces the importance of the relative positions and orientations of buildings, 
especially with respect to the wind direction. 
 
   













Figure 54.  Final percentage of building burned for densities of (a) 0.27 (base case), 





Figure 55.  Instances of building to building modes of spread for varying densities, 
averaged over 50 simulations 
 
5.3.3.  Room wall length and size 
To divide each building footprint into reasonable room configurations, the 
room division GIS algorithm (Section 4.3) requires a user specified typical room wall 
length (Figure 56). It is difficult to estimate a single room wall length value for all 
buildings because in reality room sizes and shapes vary with building occupancy type 
(e.g., residential vs. commercial or industrial) and room type (e.g., living rooms vs. 
bathrooms), and because hallways are not considered separately. For the base case 
analysis, the minimum room wall length was estimated to be 5 m based on the 
dimensions of 30 randomly sampled rooms from listings on a real estate agent website 
(PSA 2008) and 2000 American Housing Survey (2008) data that listed the number of 
single family homes by size (sq. ft.) and number of rooms.  For the sensitivity 
analysis, minimum room lengths of 3 m and 7 m were examined based on the same 




Figure 56.  Examples of room configurations when the user specified room length is 
(a) 3 m, (b) 5 m (base case), and (c) 7 m. 
 
The total burned area increases with typical room length, from 3 m to 7 m 
(Figure 57). Looking more closely, as the typical room length decreases, the number 
of rooms—interior rooms in particular—in a building increases (Figure 56). With 
more interior partitions, it takes longer for fire to spread through a building, ultimately 
resulting in less total burned area.  As described in Section 5.3.3 (density of 
buildings), when fire spreads quickly to the roof, brands emitted from burning roofs 
ignite additional roofs downstream.  Since the area of roofs are the same as that of a 
building footprint, the total area burned increases dramatically with each roof burning.  
Additionally, when fire spreads quickly, it is more likely that the influence of the fires 
will combine, increasing the total area burned as well.  As expected, more rooms also 
leads to more instances of room to room fire spread by burn through and open doors 





Figure 57.  Total area burned versus time for an average room length of 3 m, 5 m 
(base case), and 7 m, averaged over 50 simulations. 
   
 
Figure 58.  Number of instances of room to room fire spread by room length and 
mode, averaged over 50 simulations. 120 
 
  In GIS, after dividing the building footprint into rooms with a minimum length 
of 5 m, room areas that were less than 7 m
2, called slivers, were found and dissolved 
into a neighboring room area that was greater than 7 m
2.  Since this operation was 
found to be very time consuming, this sensitivity analysis was run to determine the 
extent to which the sliver areas affected the simulation results.  There are 10,955 
rooms without slivers (i.e., when the slivers were dissolved into the neighboring 
rooms) and 11,310 with slivers.  These slivers, highlighted in Figure 59, are located at 
the exterior of the building.  With the presence of slivers, the total building area 
burned is greater (Figure 60).  With 355 more rooms in the case with more slivers, 
there will naturally be more room to room fire spread (Figure 61a).  These slivers, 
which have smaller areas and in turn smaller window areas, produce larger flame 
dimensions (Law and O’Brien 1980), increasing the instances of building to building 
spread by flame impingement and radiation as well (Figure 61b).  Lastly, as fire 
spreads quickly to the roof, the total area burned and number of roofs ignited 
downstream of the wind increases due to branding. 
 
 









Figure 61.  Instances of (a) room to room and (b) building to building fire spread 
modes for with and without slivers, averaged over 50 simulations 
 
5.3.4.  Window parameters 
The size and shape of the windows affect fire spread by influencing the fully 
developed phase room temperature (Section 3.5) and the geometry of the flame ejected 
out the window (Section 3.7.1.1), which in turn affect leapfrogging (Section 3.6), 
flame impingement, and the radiation from window flame and room gas (Section 122 
 
3.7.1). In addition, the roof flame height (and therefore roof flame radiation) is a 
function of the estimated fuel burning rate 
'' m∞ & , which depends on the variable ybot, 
which in turn depends on the window height (Section 3.7.2). The only window 
information given for each building is whether the percentage of the building wall that 
is window is 0% to 50% or 50% to 100%. Using that input and a few simple 
assumptions discussed in Section 3.2, the fire spread model estimates the dimensions 
and location of each window in each building. Two user specified inputs are required, 
the window aspect ratio (height:width) and a minimum allowable window size, 
specified as a percentage of wall area. Sensitivity analysis was conducted for both of 
these parameters.  
Based on standard window sizes available at building supply stores such as 
The Home Depot and Lowes, window height:width aspect ratios of 1:1.5, 1:1, and 
1.5:1 (base case) were examined. The window aspect ratio is statistically significant, 
with more instances building to building fire spread (Figure 62) and more area burned 
(Figure 63) as the height:width ratio increases.  The window aspect ratio affects the 
model in so many different ways, as mentioned above, that it is difficult to tease out 
exactly how it affects fire spread in general. In most cases, as more roofs are ignited 
and reach fully developed phase, these roofs have the ability to loft brands that ignite 
roofs located in the downwind direction.  As explained in Sections 5.3.3 and 5.3.4, 
since a roof area is the same as that of a building footprint, the total building area 
burned increases sharply.  Therefore, as these roofs ignite, more subsequent roofs 
downwind ignite, leading to a dramatic increase in both instances of branding in 
particular and total building area burned.  This is an area in which further study is 
necessary. Varying the minimum window area from 1.25% to 5% of the wall area did 




Figure 62.  Total building area burned vs. time for window height:width ratios of 1.5:1 
(base case), 1:1, and 1:1.5, averaged over 50 simulations. 
 
 
Figure 63.  Distribution of building to building spread for window height:width ratio 
of 1.5:1 (base case), 1:1, and 1:1.5, averaged over 50 simulations. 
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5.3.5.  Probability door is open 
Since fire spread through open doors to adjacent rooms occurs immediately 
without an ignition time delay like that in spread by leapfrogging and burn through, in 
the model the fire spread rate within a building depends largely on the probability that 
each door is open. The probability that the door is open is not significant for 0.4 but is 
significant at 0.6 (Figure 64). 
 
 
Figure 64.  Total area burned versus time for varying values of probability that door is 
open, averaged over 50 simulations. 
 
5.3.6.  Mean fire load densities 
Fuel load density describes the amount of combustibles in a room that can be 
burned. Since the fuel load densities were based on limited and somewhat dated 
information (Thomas 1986), the sensitivity to those values was examined by 
increasing and decreasing all the mean fuel load densities by 20%. Based on the Law 
and O’Brien (1981) model used to estimate the evolution of fire within a room 125 
 
(Section 3.5), fire load density can affect rooms with through draft differently from 
those with no through draft. In the case of the no through draft condition, as fire load 
density increases, total fire load and duration of the fully developed fire phase 
increase, but the rate of burning, ejected flame height, and room temperature do not 
change. The longer fully developed phase might have an effect only by providing 
more opportunity for radiation from two sources to combine to exceed the critical 
level at a target. Emitted room radiation flux, which depends on room temperature, is 
not affected in either draft condition. In the case of through draft, as fire load density 
increases, total fire load, rate of burning, and ejected flame height increase too, but the 
duration of the fully developed fire phase and room temperature do not change. The 
taller flame affects leapfrogging, flame impingement, and radiation due to window 
flame and according to Figure 65, the instances of flame impingement and radiation 






Figure 65.  Number of instances of building to building fire spread modes for varying 
fire load densities, averaged over 50 simulations. 
 
5.3.7.  Fully developed phase start and end 
Using the Law and O’Brien (1981) model, a fire is in the growth phase until 
30% of the fire load has burned, and is in the decay phase after 80% of the fire load 
has burned. In between is the fully developed phase during which the fire is hot 
enough that it is assumed to be able to spread to other rooms and buildings. There is 
no consensus on how to define fully developed phase duration, however (Section 3.5), 
so the influence of that definition was examined directly. The start/end of the fully 
developed phase were varied from 20%/90% to 40%/70%.  
As shown in Figure 66, the total area burned increases with the fully developed 
phase duration. Both decreasing and increasing the duration of the fully developed 
phase is statistically significant at an alpha level of 0.05. When the fully developed 
phase is longer, there is more time for fire to spread by both room to room and 
building to building (Figure 67).  Since rooms and roofs are assumed to be capable of 127 
 
spreading only when they are in the fully developed phase, when that phase is defined 
to start at 40% of the fire load burned instead of 30%, fire spreads more slowly.  As 
explained in previous sections (5.3.3 and 5.3.4), fires spread more slowly because 
fewer roofs are ignited and the effects of multiple fires are less likely to be combined, 
resulting in a smaller total building area burned.  
 
 
Figure 66.  Total area burned versus time for varying the start/end of the steady state 
phase, averaged over 50 simulations. 
 
 
Figure 67.  Number of instances of fire spread by start and end points of the fully 
developed phase and mode for (a) room to room and (b) building to building spread, 
averaged over 50 simulations. 128 
 
5.3.8.  Branding parameters 
Branding is a critical mechanism for building to building fire spread. While 
the branding module is based on a combination of the best available experimental data 
of brand generation and theoretical analysis of brand propagation, two potentially 
influential parameters were based on relatively limited data and thus were examined in 
the sensitivity analysis. The distance a brand travels is not only dependent on the 
brand’s size but also on the heat release rate of the source fire, which affects the fire 
plume velocity field that helps loft a brand. While a great deal of heat release rate data 
is available for sofas, curtains, bookshelves, and other specific items, due to the 
difficulty in conducting large scale experiments, little data is available on the heat 
release rate for a full room fire, and especially for a full building fire. Based on item 
data in Karlsson and Quintiere (2000), estimates in Woycheese et al. (1999) and 
Bryant and Mulholland (2008), and estimates from J. Floyd (Hughes Associates, Inc., 
personal communication), a base case heat release rate of 1.5 MW was used, and a 
range of values from 0.5 MW to 2.5 MW were examined. There is a significant 
difference in the total area burned, at the 0.05 alpha level, for a heat release rate of 2.5 




Figure 68.  Total area burned versus time for varying heat release rate for branding, 
averaged over 50 simulations. 
 
Very few studies have focused on the ignition of host materials by brands, 
especially structure generated (not vegetation generated) brands, and those that exist 
do not present results in the form of ignition probabilities necessary for this spread 
model. Further, it is difficult to know what type of host materials exist on each 
building. Therefore, the influence of brand ignition probabilities given brand size was 
investigated. In the base case, the probabilities that a host is ignited by a fine, medium, 
and coarse sized brand were assumed to be 0.0, 0.005 and 0.02, respectively. In this 
sensitivity study, two other sets of probabilities tested, one larger and one smaller: 0.0, 
0.0025, 0.01 and 0.001, 0.01, 0.04, for fine, medium, and coarse brands, respectively. 
As expected, higher ignition probabilities lead to more total area burned (Figure 69). 
The probability of ignition of host materials is significant. 
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Figure 69.  Total area burned versus time for when the brand host ignition 
probabilities are varied, averaged over 50 simulations. 
 
5.3.9.  Sensitivity analysis summary 
Parameters which were most influential include the number and location of 
ignitions, wind speed and direction, building density, minimum room length and room 
size, fire load density, start/end of the fully developed phase, window aspect ratio, 
building heat release rate and brand host ignition probabilities. These parameters 
created relatively large changes in either the fire spread rate or distribution of fire 
spread modes. The least significant parameters include the minimum window area and 
probability that a door is open. Figure 70 is a tornado chart showing the relative 
influence of all 14 parameters. The vertical thick line signifies the total area burned for 
the base case, which is at 84,732 m
2.  The endpoints of each horizontal line represent 
the lowest and highest mean total area burned for each sensitivity study.  As an 
example, the lowest and highest mean total area burned value for 1 and 10 ignitions, 
respectively, are 36,180 m
2 and 242,280 m
2, respectively.  Therefore, the length of 131 
 
each horizontal bar represents the magnitude of effect for each parameter, with the 
longest length signifying the most effect.  Therefore, from Figure 70, given the range 
of each parameter chosen for these sensitivity studies, changing the number of 
ignitions has the biggest effect and ignition configuration has the smallest effect on the 
total area burned.132 
 
 




The sensitivity analysis suggests a few other general conclusions as well. First, 
the relative positions and orientations, and types of buildings are important, especially 
with respect to ignitions and wind direction. The presence of a fire break helps to stop 
fire spread.  The occupancy type of the ignition source gives an indication to the 
spatial distribution of how fire spreads.  Second, the fire spread process is nonlinear. 
As more rooms and buildings ignite, they become ignition sources for neighboring 
rooms and buildings, amplifying the rate and extent of spread. In some cases, it is 
difficult to pinpoint the effect of a specific change to the model. Finally, in this model, 
ignition of the roofs is particularly important because only roofs can produce branding 
and roof flame radiation, key mechanisms of building to building spread, and because 
each time a roof ignites, an area the size of the entire building footprint ignites, not 
just a single room area, so the rate of building area spread increases substantially.  
 
5.4.  Comparison to Hamada model 
Since the Hamada model is the most well known, has been used in practice the 
most, is the basis of HAZUS MH, and has been at least partially validated using 
hindcasting (Section 2.3.4), this section compares results from the new model and the 
original Hamada equations.   
5.5.1.  Input data 
To do this comparison, a new study area, consisting of approximately 1,000 
buildings, was developed to fit the assumptions of the Hamada model (Figure 71).  
Each building is 12 m (39 ft) in length, with an area of 144 m
2 (1,550 ft
2) and rooms 
which have a minimum length of 5 m (16.5 ft).  The distance between buildings is 6 
meters (20 ft).  These buildings are all assumed to be single family wood houses with 134 
 
one story.  These houses are not fire resistant and are unprotected (Section 3.6).  The 
tract area was considered to be the enclosing rectangle that covered all the buildings 
and there are no firebreaks.  The wind is blowing at 7 m/s (15.5 mph) from the North.  
There was just one ignition source, located in the northern region of the study area. 
 
Figure 71.  Study area developed for comparing results of the new model with the 
Hamada model. 
 
5.5.2.  Results of comparison with Hamada model 
The total area burned area, for the new model, with its +1 and  1 standard 
deviation and run for 50 simulations, and the Hamada model are graphed in Figure 72.  
The burned area for the Hamada model was approximated by multiplying the number 
of low rise building burned, or NHamada, with the square of the average building plan 
dimension, or a, to be consistent with the total building area burned metric calculated 
in the new model.  Although fire spreads quickly within the first two hours following 
the earthquake occurrence, the rate of fire spread is faster in the Hamada model.  After 
the second hour, the total area burned for the new model plateaus because the fire 
spread to the edge of the study area.  Since this new model accounts for uncertainty, 135 
 
Figure 72shows that there is a large variability in the new model, as shown from the  
figure’s +1 and  1 standard deviation curves.  This variability is a result of fire not 
spreading past the building where the first (and only) ignition occurs. When this 
happens, the total area burned vs. time curve steadily stays at 288 m
2, making the 
mean total area burned curve lower Figure 73.   
 
 
Figure 72.  Total area burned versus time for the new model (averaged over 50 
simulations) and the Hamada model. 136 
 
 
Figure 73.  Total area burned versus time for the new model using a Hamada study 
area. 
 
Although it is possible for fire to spread in the upwind direction in the new 
model, fire does not spread in such a way in these results (Figure 74).  In Figure 74, 
the ellipse is the shape of the fire as described by the Hamada model while the shaded 
squares reflect the burning buildings of the new model.  This figure visually shows the 
difference between the fire shape of the Hamada and the new model for one typical 
simulation 48 min. (Figure 74a) and 64 min. (Figure 74b) following an earthquake 
occurrence, where the ignition point is located at the intersection of the internal 
elliptical lines.  Table 15 shows the quantitative difference of the two models, where 
the fire length upwind, downwind and from flank to flank, and the number of low rise 
buildings burned are calculated in a spreadsheet for the Hamada model and visually 
approximated from maps for the new model.  Both Figure 74 and Table 15 show that 
there is no fire spread in the upwind direction for the new model, possibly accounting 
for the discrepancy between the results of the new and the Hamada model.  Fire spread 
in the downwind direction for both models, however, are approximately the same. In 137 
 
the new model, fire spreads more widely from flank to flank, igniting more structures 




Figure 74.  Visual comparison of the results of the new model and the Hamada model 
at (a) 48 and( b) 64 minutes following an earthquake occurrence, for one typical 
simulation 
 
Table 15.  Quantitative comparison of results of the new model model and the Hamada 
model at 48 and 64 minutes following an earthquake occurrence, for one typical 
simulation. 
  48 minutes  64 minutes 
Model  Hamada  New  Hamada  New 
K’u = length of fire upwind from ignition point 
(m) 
41  0  94  0 
K’d = length of fire downwind from ignition 
point (m) 
153  186  330  312 
K’s = width of fire from flank to flank (m)  45  174  103  246 
N = num of low rise buildings destroyed by fire 
per fire outbreak 
41  58  206  147 
NHamada*(a)
2 = total building area burned (m




Figure 75.  Progression of buildings burned using the Hamada study area, for one 
typical simulation. 
 
Since this new model incorporates the different modes of fire spread and takes 
into account fire spread by open door, burn through of internal partitions, 
leapfrogging, radiation, flame impingement and branding, new important information 
can be gleaned from the results of the new model.  For instance, 34% of all instances 
of fire spread, averaged over 50 simulations, are attributed to room to room spread, 
while the remaining 66% to building to building spread.  According to Figure 76, 
spread by open door is the dominant mode within room to room fire spread modes, 
averaging to 69%.  The most dominant mode of building to building fire spread, in an 
environment with a wind speed of 7 m/s, is branding (61%), while there were no 
instances of flame impingement present at all.  This additional information, which is 
not information available from the Hamada model, could be useful in defining 139 
 
possible risk reduction strategies to minimize fire damage in buildings and 
neighborhoods.  Other additional information this new model can provide includes the 
percentage of building burned and the room temperatures at any time following an 
earthquake and uncertainty in the estimates. 
 
 
Figure 76.  Distributions of (a) room to room and (b) building to building fire spread 





CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
6.1.  Key contributions  
This dissertation presents the first physics based post earthquake fire spread 
model developed for application in the U.S. in the literature.  This model successfully 
adapts and integrates models of each mode of fire spread (e.g., radiation, branding) to 
create a larger urban fire spread model.  The objectives of this research are to: (1) 
improve estimation of fire damage for a specific earthquake scenario, (2) provide new 
insight into the relative importance of factors that contribute to post earthquake fire 
spread, and (3) help future evaluation of potential long  and short term post 
earthquake fire risk reduction strategies.  Due to the combination of multiple 
simultaneous ignitions and impaired suppression capabilities, following an earthquake 
is one of the main situations in which an urban conflagration may occur, and it was the 
focus of this research. Nevertheless, the probabilistic ignition module is the only part 
of the model that is earthquake specific, and therefore, using the deterministic ignition 
mode the spread model could be applied equally well for any urban fire spread 
situation.  
The first key contribution of this research includes using actual building 
footprints and heights from remote sensing data.  Then, by developing advanced GIS 
algorithms to generate specific rooms within a building, compartment fire spread 
models can be directly adapted for us.  As a result of using actual remote sensing data, 
the second contribution of this research is calculating and using configuration factors 
from these footprints and the spatial orientation of buildings to estimate the percentage 
of radiation another building receives.  Next, this new work recognized that a roof 
flame behaves differently from window flame and therefore, represent roof flame as 141 
 
an open pool fire.  As a fourth contribution, this research developed and used a brand 
generation model from empirical data.  Lastly, this new spread model implements a 
new state of the art ignition model which can probabilistically estimate the number 
and locations of ignitions based on a specified earthquake ground motion. 
The background in post earthquake fire modeling is described in Chapter 2.  
This model’s description, including how the different modes of room to room 
(leapfrogging, burn through, and open doors) and building to building (radiation, 
flame impingement and branding), is explained in Chapter 3. This spread model 
produces multiple forms of output including a series of maps to show the movement of 
fire over time, distribution of the modes of spread within and between buildings, total 
area burned versus time, and total area burned versus simulation number. Chapter 4 
presents advanced GIS algorithms developed to preprocess data containing building 
spatial information. Chapter 5 presents these results for a 600 building, mixed used 
base case study area.  Results of sensitivity studies show that significant parameters 
include the number and location of ignitions, wind speed and direction, building 
density, minimum room length, start/end of the fully developed phase, window aspect 
ratio, and brand host ignition probabilities.  Knowing the importance of these factors 
improve the understanding of how post earthquake fires behave in an urban area. 
 
6.2.   Future work 
While this model is able to capture the behavior of how post earthquake fires 
spread, more can be done to continue its development and application.   
 
6.2.1.  Model development 
Currently, fire is allowed to burn freely across the city without any form of fire 
suppression, such as fire department response or the engagement of fire sprinklers.  142 
 
Although fire suppression may be impeded due to an earthquake’s shaking damage, it 
will certainly affect the rate and extent of fire spread. Furthermore, future risk 
reduction strategies as a result of varying or improving the effectiveness of modeled 
suppression items can be studied by explicitly representing them. 
This model, in its current form, estimates the total area burned by post 
earthquake fires.  Although this metric is important in determining the amount of 
building loss, it may be more useful if it is extended to represent economic losses as 
well. Monetary estimates could help compare the benefits and costs of risk reduction 
efforts, and to compare post earthquake fire risk to other societal risks.  
Following an earthquake, damage to the city’s lifeline systems may help 
contribute to the devastation caused by fires.  As an example, debris from structurally 
damaged buildings falling onto roads may impede fire engines by delaying their 
response time.  Since fires grow in a nonlinear fashion and it is critical to put out a fire 
before flashover occurs, a delayed response time may allow fires to grow into a 
conflagration.  In the post earthquake fire situation, it is typical that there are multiple 
ignitions, making this even more complicated. Similarly, successful extinguishment of 
fires requires enough water and water pressure.  Following an earthquake, however, 
ground shaking will also damage the water supply systems.  When this occurs, water 
volume and pressure are lost.  As a result, even if a fire company arrives at the fire 
scene promptly, there is little that can be done without water.  Therefore, in the future, 
if results of lifeline damage and restoration models, such as for the water supply and 
roads can be incorporated into this spread model, realistic interactions can be studied. 
Since post earthquake fire is such a complex, stochastic phenomenon, there are 
other parameters which may affect its behavior, are not represented in this model 
currently, and may be explored in the future.  Fire spread between buildings occurs 
due to flame impingement, radiation and branding from other structures.  However, 143 
 
vegetation between buildings may play a role in transferring fire from one structure to 
another since vegetation can be relatively more flammable and can bridge the distance 
between structures that are otherwise too far apart to enable fire spread.  In addition, 
the rate of fire spread may change when also considering the effects of earthquake 
ground shaking damage to the actual structure.  For example, if a building’s interior 
partitions have been damaged due to ground shaking, their fire resistance ratings 
would be reduced. 
Similarly, the effect on fire spread rate of windows being open, closed or 
broken may give an indication as to which type of window glass may be most 
effective in minimizing spread by radiation.  It is assumed in the current model that 
radiation to a facing building occurs by igniting the contents of the opposing room 
through the window.  Although the contents within a room are likely to be more 
combustible and thus require a smaller radiation flux, if the source window does not 
exactly align with the target window but instead to the façade of the facing wall, the 
radiation intensity may be large enough to ignite the façade.  Therefore, if fire spread 
by ignition of the façade of facing walls is incorporated into the spread model, the 
study between the two different modes can be studied. 
Lastly, a single average room length was assumed for all buildings in the study 
area.  The lengths of 3 m, 5 m, and 7 m were chosen to represent the range of room 
sizes that may be typical for residential, commercial, and industrial buildings.  
However, given the significance of room length, it would be better to vary room sizes 
based on occupancy type of the building they belong to.  This could be done with a 
small modification to the GIS room partitioning algorithm. 144 
 
 
6.2.2.  Model application 
From studying the model’s sensitivity to the number of ignitions, the number 
of ignitions is exponentially related to the amount of area burned.  Further 
investigation into this relationship will provide a useful back of the envelope 
calculation to estimate the extent of damage an area may expect.  Currently, the 
model’s sensitivity for one parameter at a time has been studied.  For future research 
work, combinations of parameters may provide insight into the interactions of 
significant key variables. 
In future work, the model can also be applied to larger and different case study 
areas to continue to test its applicability under different circumstances.  Such efforts 
may require additional computer programing modifications to make it more efficient 
with larger datasets and computational demands. Winged edge database structures is 
one possible advance that may be considered.  
 
6.2.3.  Verification and validation 
In any simulation model like this, verification and validation of the model is 
always a concern, and often a challenge. The model is verified if the conceptual 
simulation model was correctly translated into the computer program and validated if 
it is an accurate representation of the real system for the particular objectives of the 
study.  It is particularly challenging in this context because there are so few examples 
of well documented urban fire spread, and each is unique. Nevertheless, many efforts 
have been made in this vein, as discussed in this dissertation. For verification, the 
results of individual modules were compared against hand calculations. Individual 
module results were also compared to available field observations, experimental data, 
or expert opinion where appropriate. For example, configuration factors were checked 145 
 
to be sure they are in the same range as what would be expected (as reported in 
various texts). Model calculated brand propagation distances were compared to the 
limited available field observations (e.g., from Ohmiya and Iwami 2000). In addition, 
since many of the modules are adapted from existing models, their validity has already 
been reviewed at least to some extent. For example, window flame geometry is 
estimated using the Law and O’Brien (1981) model that has been published and used 
for years. The sensitivity analyses presented in Chapter 5 are also an important step 
towards establishing confidence in the spread model by helping to determine which 
parameters are influential and therefore should be the focus of further study, and 
which are not. Another important effort was to compare the model results with those 
of the Hamada model, which has been at least partially validated and in any case is the 
standard of practice and has been widely used for years (Section 2.3.4). Future work 
could be conducted to further compare the model with the Hamada model under a 
variety of assumed conditions (e.g., different wind speeds, urban plans, building types, 
and numbers of ignitions). Finally, it will be important for future efforts to be focused 
on trying to validate the model to the extent possible through comparisons with the 
few relevant historical events, such as, the post Northridge earthquake fires or the 
1991 Oakland Hills, California fires. 




INFORMATION REGARDING 3 D BUILDING MODEL FOR LOS ANGELES 
FROM IMAGECAT 
 
Table 16.  List of attributes and their descriptions for buildings of the case study area 
Attribute  Description  Value 
ID  Unique building identifier.     
Latitude  Latitude in decimal degrees. 
Extracted from digitized building footprint 
centroids. 
   
Longitude  Longitude in decimal degrees 
Extracted from digitized building footprint 
centroids. 
   
Height ft  Estimated building height in feet. 
Extracted using oblique satellite imagery and 
MIHEA’s automated building height 
determination process. 
   
Stories  Number of stories. 
Estimated based on expert knowledge of 
current construction practices. Verified 
through visual inspection of photographs of 
the area. Story height for concrete tilt up 
structures is estimated to be 27 feet. 
   
Foot sqft  Footprint area in square feet. 
Calculated from building footprints. 
   
Facade  Type of façade i.e. stone, glass, concrete, etc. 
Determined through visual inspection of 
photographs and based on expert knowledge 
of current construction practices in the study 
area. 
Steel, glass, stone, 
masonry, wood, 
concrete, stucco, 
metal, unknown, other 
Structure  Structure type of building. 
Structure type inferred based on expert 
knowledge of current construction practices 




Per_window  Percent of external building wall area 
covered by windows. 
Determined through visual inspection of 
photographs and based on expert knowledge 
of existing building inventory in the area. 
0 50%, 50 100%, na 
Comment  Description of use or occupancy. 
Obtained from building tax assessor’s file 
and verified through visual inspection of 
photographs. 
See Table 17 
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Table 17.  List of the 31 occupancy types from the original dataset re categorized to 
seven occupancy categories from Thomas (1986). 
Occupancy type in model using 
categories from Thomas (1986). 
Occupancy type as listed in dataset 
Government building, all rooms  Government 
Government post office 
Residential room  Comm homes for aged & others 
Condos 
Duplex 
Mobile home parks w/ pool 
Res 3 units 
Res 5 or more 
Apartments 
SF wood 
Hospital (patient’s room)  Comm professional buildings medical dental 
Comm Hospitals or convalescent hospitals 
Comm professional buildings veterinary 
hospitals 
General warehouse  Ind warehousing 
Industrial 
Industrial light manufacturing 
Comm public storage mini warehouse 
Department store  Comm shopping centers 
Private office, all rooms  Churches one story 
Comm 
Comm auto service 
Comm car sales 
Comm fast food 
Comm office buildings 
Comm office building 5 stories 
Comm service stations 
Comm store 
Comm store & office 
Garage 
Service station equipment lift 
Vacant res 





Table 18.  Summary of t test results from sensitivity analyses. 
 
 
   
p-value conclusion (at 95%) p-value ANOVA
1 5 0.000000 reject null hyp
10 5 0.000000 reject null hyp
1   0.724616 fail to reject null hyp
2   0.248767 fail to reject null hyp
 0 m/s 5 m/s 0.000000 reject null hyp
5 m/s 7 m/s 0.001494 reject null hyp
10 m/s 7 m/s 0.000000 reject null hyp
10 m/s 15 m/s 0.010891 reject null hyp
Wind direction 110 degrees E of N 20 0.000000 reject null hyp 0.000000 reject null hyp
0.30 0.27 0.000002 reject null hyp
0.34 0.27 0.000000 reject null hyp
Slivers with slivers without slivers 0.022946 reject null hyp 0.022892 reject null hyp
7m 5m 0.000000 reject null hyp
3m 5m 0.000000 reject null hyp
1:1 1.5:1 0.000000 reject null hyp
1:1.5 1:1 0.000208 reject null hyp
1.25% 2.5 0.593401 fail to reject null hyp
5% 2.5 0.361441 fail to reject null hyp
0.4 0.5 0.209322 fail to reject null hyp
0.6 0.5 0.001961 reject null hyp
decrease by 20%   0.000210 reject null hyp
increase by 20%   0.000000 reject null hyp
20%/90% 30%/80% 0.000000 reject null hyp
40%/70% 30%/80% 0.000000 reject null hyp
0/0.0025/0.01 0/0.005/0.02 0.000861 reject null hyp
0.001/0.01/0.04 0/0.005/0.02 0.000000 reject null hyp
0.5 1.5 0.328042 fail to reject null hyp
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